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* General Election Coverage *

School board
positions go
to incumbents

Wells captures race
for Murray mayor's seat
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
urray City Councilman Bill Wells will
be Murray's next mayor after winning
approximately 52.3 percent of the vote
in Tuesday's election.
Wells received 2,047 votes to Councilman ET.
"Butch" Seargent's 1,864 votes. Seargent
received approximately 47.7 percent of the vote
total.
Wells said it was a close election, with his win

M

Paul

Paul takes
Senate seat
from Conway
in tight battle

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
All five City and County
School Board members running for re-election were
successfull in their bid to
stay on at their respective
districts.
In the first district within
County
the
Calloway
School
District, Terry

12 picked for council
posftions - See page 5A
coming from receiving only 183 more votes
than Seargent. He said he hoped this would
cause people to realize that their vote does count
because a local race like this one can be won by

•See Page 2A

Wells

II See Page 2A

Checking
the
totals

II See Page 2A

Coroner's position
goes to Harris

t

Terri Boggess, right,
and Missy Crawford,
left, county clerk
deputies, check printouts from one of the
voting machines during
ballot check-in last
night dunng the
general election.

By TOM BEftRY
Start Writer
A three-way race between a
Democrat, a Republican and an
Independent for office of coroner in Calloway: County has
ended with a Democrat claiming victory.

*
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▪ See Page 2A
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Hutchens wins local
District Judge's race
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Randy
Judge
District
Hutchens will continue in
office for another four years
after beating back a challenge
from Murray attorney Jeanne
balloting
Carroll
during
Tuesday. Hutchens collected
5,411 votes to Carroll's 3.882.
Carroll was unseated by
Hutchens for the judge's seat

II See Page 2A

Jackson retains seat
as PVA officer
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Democrat incumbent Ronnie
Jackson will hold on the property valuation administrator's
job for another four years after
defeating his Republican challenger Michael Conley during
balloting Tuesday_ Jackson

Incumbents sweep local magistrates' races
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Incumbents were victorious
in Tuesday's race for three
seats on Calloway County
Fiscal Court.
between
a
race
In
Democratic incumbent Eddie
Clyde Hale and Republican
challenger James A. Herndon,
Hale defeated Herndon with

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Hazel Mayor Kerry Vasseur
retained his position, fending
off two other candidates in last
night's general election.
Vasseur captured 120 votes
and a comfortable victory
over Crystal Green's 30 votes
and Richard Bennett's 10
votes.
The Hazel City Council saw
two new additions added and
four incumbents stay on
board. With former council
members Nancy Mieure and
Pat Latimar opting not to seek
another term, newcomers
Megan Vaughn and John

WEATHER

TODAY

ICE
30s

30s

This morning. Morgan
thanked voters for their support and pledged to continue
moving the county forward.
"I just want to thank the voters that came out in support of
me," Morgan said. "I just want
to tell the voters that I'll be
continue
there to listen arid
to do the best 1 can.In a three-candidate race to

Hazel residents pick
mayor, city council

•See Page 2A

. 50s

1,387 votes to defeat Herndon,
who collected 682.
Hale could not be reached
for comment this morning.
In the Second District race
between Democratic incumbent Connie Morgan and Don
Cherry, his Republican opponent, Morgan took 1,266 votes
to Cherry's 1,147; winning the
contest.
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Henley

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
State Rep. Melvin Henley won his reelection bid for the state's Fifth District
seat by a very healthy margin Tuesday
over his, Republican opponent. Corey
McBee.
The Fifth District covers Calloway
County and a small part of westem

Trigg County. The Kentucky Board of
Elections website reported that Henley
received 62.74 percent of the total with
7.884 votes and that McBee received
37.26 percent with 4,682 votes.
In Calloway County, Henley received
approximately 64.61 percent of the

II See Page 5A

Whitfield elected to another term as representative

Whitfield

Staff Report
GOP Rep. Ed Whitfield, Kentucky's
U.S. Representative for the First
Congressional District, is the winner in
his race for the seat he has held since
1995 - taking it from Tom Barlow.
The Associated Press reports that
with 607 of 608 precincts - 99 percent,
of the votes counted:
Ed Whitfield. GOP ti) 153,111 or 71

Has partnered with AAA to offer you auto and home
insurance including discounts for members.
-

'

6VI

percent to Charles Hatchett, Dem
62.059 or 29 percent.
The
unofficial returns from
Kentucky for Calloway County in the
race for U.S. House District 1. with all
precincts reporting, show Whitfield
with 7,197 and Hatchett with 3.255.
Whitfield's district covers most of
western Kentucky froni Paducah to
Henderson to Fort Campbell.
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Independent
Insurance Agent
Lindy Suitor

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
There were many winners in
Tuesday's election that claimed
another term in office for the
reason that they were running
unopposed.

See Page 2A
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Several county races
are uncontested

Henley maintains representative's seat

By The Associated Press
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 64. North northeast wind between 3 and 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 37.
North northwest Wind between 5
and 7 mph.

represent the Third District,
Democratic incumbent Bobby
C. Stubblefield was re-elected
votes. His
with
1,841
Republican challenger, Vernon
Anderson, received 1,220
votes and Independent Sam
White garnered 355 votes.
Stubblefield thanked voters

7113-11842

Torry author
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•Uncontested...
From Front
Some sun. ed d win the May
Primary some ran unopposed.
The list of newly-elected
county officers that will serve
another term unchallenged
include
County
JudgeExecutiv-e
Larry
Elkins,
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Mark Blankenship, Sheriff Bill
Marcum. Calloway County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., County'
Attorney David Harrington,
Fourth District Magistrate
Johnny Gingles and Jailer Phil
Hazle. Three candidates running
for constable may also be added
to the list. All are Democrats.
Elkins. who gathered 8,415
votes during Tuesday's election.
said it's an honor to serve the
Murray-Calloway County community.
"1 am grateful for the support
and encouragement I have
received over the years. I will
give my best effort and continue
to provide the leadership that
this community deserves and
expects," Elkins said.
Sheriff Bill Marcum thanked
voters for his pnmary win and
support from constituents for
another four years in office
8.492 votes were cast Tuesday
for the incumbent.
•
"1 would just like to thank the
people of Murray and Calloway
County for allowing me to serve
the last four years as your sheriff and I look forward to serving
you the next four years," he
said. "1 am honored and as
always. I appieciate your sup-

II Coroner...

pon dS v.e continue to stnce to
provide the best service possible
for our county."
Blankenship. who received
7,098 votes Tuesday. said he
intends to do his job well for the
next two years.
"I truly appreciate the citizens
of Calloway and Marshall for
allowing me to serve as commonwealth's attomey through
2012," Blankenship said. "I am
proud of the work product of my
office and 1 hope our efforts will
deserve reelection."
Gingles, who received 2.040
votes. said he was grateful that
voters gave him another chance
to serve.
"I'm humbled byr the fact that
I had no opposition this time,"
he said. "The voters of District
Four thought enough of me to
have another go at it and I look
forward to serving four more
years. It'll be a tough four years.
I know."
Jailer Phil Hazle, who
received 8,493 votes. said he
was grateful for voter support
since 1998 and credited his staff
for any success the jail has had.
"In my first election I got
2,467 votes," Haile said. "I just
want to thank the people that
believed in me back then and
have continued to support the
jail. I want to thank the staff of
the Calloway County Jail that
run the day-to-day operations.
They are the ones that deserve
the credit."
Harrington could not be
reached for comment. He took
8,287 votes.

From Front
Incumbent Coroner Rick
Harris was elected to the post
with
4.858
votes
with
Republican Ricky Stewan taking 4,415 and Independent
Janus Villardo garnenng 951.
Harris was initially appointed to
the post by Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins after former
Coroner Mike Garland resigned
the office.

II Magistrates...
From Front
for then support and promtsed
to continue serving all the people of the Third District.
"They have stood behind me
ever since 1990," Stubblefield
said. "I really .appreciated it too.
It makes my job a whole lot easier. I want to keep pressing on
and try to make things better."
Fourth District Magistrate
Johnny Gingles, who received
2,040 votes, ran unopposed.
This morning. Hale thanked
supporters and pledged to serve
the needs of the people in the
First District as well as the
entire county.
"I'm grateful to the voters
who voted for me and...I look
forward to working together
will the other members of county government to combine our
efforts to do all we can for our
citizens."

II Hazel...
From Front

— NOTICE —
All vote totals are unofficial.
Officials totals may differ.

"Scooter" Paschall earned seats
with 90 and 116 votes, respectively. Current council members

receiving re-election were Lori
Charlton. 106 votes, Michelle
Sharp, 101 votes, Joe D.
Thompson, 113 votes, and
JoyceLyn Hardin, 84 votes.
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Rand Paul seals big tea
party Senate win in Ky.
By ROGER ALFORD
and BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press VVriters
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AN _
Kentucky voters made Rand
Paul their next senator Tuesday
in a convincing display of tea
party' strength that defied
Democratic hopes and early
Republican fears that his ultraconservative views made him
unelectable.
The eye doctor and son of libertanan-leaning GOP Rep. Ron
Paul of Texas ran against
President Barack Mama about
as much as he did against his
Democratic opponent, Jack
Conway. Paul's condemnation
of budget deficits, the e.conomic
stimulus and the health care
overhaul resonated among voters even as Conway tned to portray him as too extreme and out
of touch on such issues as taxes,
entitlements and drug prevention.
A triumphant Paul promised
to take his agenda of limited
government and balanced budgets to the Senate.
"I have a rnessage from the
people of Kentucky. a message
that is loud and clear and does
not mince words: We've come
to take our government back,"
Paul told hundreds of cheenng
supporters in his hometown of
Bowling Green. It was the same
message he delivered the night
he won the primary thanks to
tea party' support.
"The American people want
to know why we have to balance our budget arid they don't,"
he said.
Conway conceded and wished
Paul well "as he tries to do right
by our state."
"I told him that if he finds
issues we can work on together,
this Democrat ia at his disposal," he said.
With 99 percent of precincts
reporting, Paul was leading
Conway 56 percent to 44 percent in the race to replace
Republican Sen. Jim Bunning,
who is retiring.
The videotaped fracas of a

Paul supporter stepping on a the health care overhaul an
liberal activist a week before denounced Obama's cap-and
tne election appeared to have trade environmental legislation
little effect. So did a bizarre as harmful to Kentucky coal.
Conway said his opponent's
anonymous claim from Paul's
college days involving an position on taxes and entitlealleged abduction and some- ments would inflict econotn,
thing called "Aqua Buddha." hardships in a poor state
That allegation might ultimate- Conway railed against Paul for
ly have hurt Conway because he discussing a $2,000 Medicare
used it as the basis for an attack deductible and the FairTax. a
ad that raised questions atxwt proposal that includes eliminating the federal income tax and
Paul's religious beliefs.
Paul. 47. was an early Ica replacing it with a 23 percent
party enthusiast who trounced national sales tax.
Outside money poured into
the GOP establishment's pick.
Trey Grayson, in the primary. the race. Paul was the main benSenate GOP leader Mitch eficiary, as the U.S. Chamber of
McConnell and others feared Commerce and an alliance with
Paul's brand of conservatism ties to one-time President
might make him unelectable in George W. Bush political advisthe fall, but they quickly er Karl Rove painted Conway
as a liberal Obama backer.
embraced him.
The race turned personal
McConnell eagerly welcorned
Paul as his new colleague, and when Conway aired a TV ad
praised the newcomer for his that asked why Paul was a
message of "reining in outra- member in college of a secret
geous Washington spending and campus society that rriocked
the overreaching policies of the Christians and once allegedly'
tied up a woman and told her to
Obama administration."
Paul suffered a post-primary worship an idol and claimed his
stumble when he expressed god was 'Aqua Buddha." Paul
misgivings about how the Civil denied being involved in any
Rights Act bans racial discnmi- kidnapping and said he's a "pronation by pnvate businesses. He life Christian." He later refused
later said he abhors discrimina- to shake Conway's hand at a
tion and would have voted for debate over the ad, which Paul
the 1964 law. He also drew crit- said was a false attack on his
icism for decrying Obama's religion.
harsh rhetoric against BP over
the Gulf oil spill as "really unAmerican."
As the campaign continued.
however. Paul focused more From Front
closely on his key message of Bourland
ran unopposed and
smaller government with a mix
captured 1,044 votes. In the
of bluntness and finesse. He
talked about possible future third district within the CCSD.
changes to Social Security and Steve Grogan ran unopposed
Medicare as growing numbers and captured 1,008 votes.
of baby boomers retire. but
Within
the
tviurra.s
opposed changes for current Independent School District
recipients. He said he would three seats were up
for grat,
pmpose balancing the budget in
Incumbents Laura Pitman.
a single year without raising
taxes, which would require cut- Donnie Winchester and Mark
ting the federal budget by more Vinson all retained their seats
than a third, but he was short on on the board with vote totals of
specifics.
1,640, 1.598 and 1.536, respecPaul also called for repealing tively.

II School Bd..

II Wells...

Democrats fill constables' positions

From Front

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Calloway County resIdents
now have the aid of three expenenced candidates filling the
position of county constable.
The
candidates.
all
Democrats. include Randy W.
Lee in the First District, Tim
Stone in the Third and Tim
Manning in the Fourth District.
No one filed to run for constable
in the Second District; however
write-in candidate received 16
votes.
In balloting Tuesday. Lee
received 1,514 votes. Stone
2,461 and Manning 1,899. The

such a small margin.
Vvrells. who ha.s been a city
council member for 19 years.
said he planned to be a full-time
mayor and would be business
and restaurant-fnendly. Fie said
he planned to work with the
Murray Calloway Economic
Development Corporation to
bring more businesses and
industry to Murray and to maintain a good relationship with
county govemment as well. He
said he had a good relationship
with Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, who
was unopposed Tuesday in his
re-election bid, noting that he
had known him since 1982.
Wells moved to Murray that
year to become principal ol
Murray High School, and
Elkins was chief of the Murray
Police Department at the time.
Wells added that he would
continue to be supportive of
Murray State University and
would work to maintain cooperation between the university and
the city. ,
Seargent said he wanted to
thank his supporters, whom he
said worked extremely hard for
him. He said he and Wells both
ran a good race.

PVA...
From Front
took 5,907 votes to Conley's
4,375 to hold on to the office for
another term.
Jackson said this morning hc
intends to keep providing quality service to all county residents
and do what he ccui to make the
office work for taxpayers even
better.
"I just want to thank all my
supporters, my family and my
friends," Jackson said. "1 appreciate the fact that the county
will allow me to have another

county judge-executive has
authority to appoint a constable
for a district that does not have
one if necessary.
The duties of a constables.
constitutional officers who have
authority much like a deputy
sheriff, include delivenng arrest
warrants, sumrnons. subpoenas
and other legal papers when
called upon to do so. They also
have power to perform law
enforcement duties including
ticketing and arrests. There is no
salary; however constables can
collect fees for performance of
duties.
four years in office and we will
continue on trying to improve
the quality of service."

II Judge...
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From Front
tour years ago and was seeking
a return to the position.
Hutchens could not he contacted for comment this morning.
"I am humbled by the opportunity and the support that I
have been given," Hinchen,
said this moming.
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great tracts
of land people
who
don't even
live
here
say. 'What's
it good for?'
They have
their right to
do
that."
Ms. Allen
admits, "but Main Street
not if it's By Constance
detrimental
Alexander
to my rights, Ledger & Times
seeing that I
Columnist
actually live
here."
The trouble with these issues
is that answers to questions of
uneasy residents are not fully
apparent until sometime after
the fact.
Families living along the
creeks in eastern Kentucky. for
instance. will not know for
sure if the danger of floods
will actually increase until after
permits are issued and the surfacing mining begins. In addition. the hazards of se ven-daysa-week blasting, coal dust, coal
truck traffic, torn up roads.
According to the folks sup- disrupted gas service. water.
poring the petition. disadvan- air and noise pollution do not
tages far outweigh the advan- start until the strip mining
tages. and they are asking the ensues.
state to declare the Crane and
In the meantime. residents
Teges Creek watershed unsuit- of the area receive a metaphoruble for mining.
ical pat on the head and assurDespite the old sav.. that ances that everything will be
there are two sides to every all right. The coal companies
argument. there are many more do not actually say. -Trust us."
facets to this issue. When dams but that seems to be the idea.
were built in this region. part
Amazing, in a state that
of the rationale was flood con- shows up toward the bottom half
trol, but there was also the of the nation in terms of income.
provision for electricity and the employment, education. health
promise of modernization, and other indices of well-being,
mixed blessings on some counts. after years of assurances that
In addition. there was the car- coal guarantees prosperity, we
rot of economic development. still have not seen those promincluding jobs and better oppor- ises transformed into results.
tunities.
Now, with the current elecFormer residents of Between tions. the coal industry is poised
the Rivers. like the man who to spend millions in lobbying
wrote to me. still struggle with and campaign contributions to
the outcomes. He believes that derail regulation and defer
eminent domain has been car- development of a responsible
ried "much farther than our fore- energy! policy that includes alterfathers intended." he declares. native energy sources.
And there are many who agree
What does stnp mining in
with him.
eastern Kentucky have to do
The area residents and prop- with us in western Kentucky?
erty owners who have studied Plenty. Our history of resource
the proposals in Clay County depletion and environmental
contend that the community ennui have not provided much
will not benefit from the sur- common wealth for any: region
face mining.
of Kentucky, yet here we go
"It will bring 8 - 10 jobs again. For the official story of
which will go to people from surface mining in Kentucky.
outside the community." Anne log on to the site for Mine
Shelby writes. "Most of the Reclamation and Enforcement
landowners who are leasing http://dmre.ky.gov/Pages/defaul
their land for coal do not live t.aspx. For information about
here. The coal and the money the petition being circulated
will go out: the negative effects about mining activity in Clay
will stay."
County. contact Marti Allen or
In a recent article in the Anne Shelby in Oneida. Ky.
Lexington paper. Teges Creek Email oneida4729@aol.com.
resident Marti Allen said she
Read Main Street online at
never opposed surface mining www.murrayledgercom. Conuntil faced with the prospect tact the columnist directiv at
of a mine less than a mile constancealexander@'newwave
from her two-hundred-year-old conomnet.
home. "Folks who own these
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A reader writes in reaction
to a column from last month
on T. Crunk's book. "New
Covenant Bound." a poetry collection chronicling the unwilling displacement of residents
from what is now called Land
Between the Lakes.
"Our folks had to leave from
Between the Rivers; we had
no choice." he says."Many tears
were shed when people had to
leave their hotnes which had
been in their families for generations."
On the heels of that missive. an email comes from
across the state. A fellow. columnist. Anne Shelby. writes about
a petition she and others are
circulating against a proposal
by' two coal companies to surface mine nearly 4-00 acres on
Crane and Teges Creek in the
northern part of Clay County.
"If these
permits are
approved." Anne explains. "a
few. landowners will be paid
for leasing their coal. a few.
temporary jobs will he created. and some sev.erance tax
money will come to the coun-

Husiiwii.. Mgt

Sarah Lo
e-mail: tberrytrmurrayledger.com

No common
wealth for Ky.

Rita

Obituai
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The teacher who makes a difference
This weck rn:,, high school
History teacher drove a couple of hours from his home
just to speak to my HIS 361
Teaching History class at Murray State University.
A master teacher for over
two-and-a-half decades at Webster County High School. Hugh
Ridenour is a master teacher
still. in light of his performance to my students the other
night.
When I sat in his History
classroom in the 1970s, he
opened up to me a whole new
world of possibility and opportunity. In the years since his
"retirement." Hugh Ridenour
has gone on to publish books
and articles on a range of historical topics. and to make historical presentations for the
Speakers Bureau of the Kentucky' Hunianities Council. His
teaching goes on, now outside
the classroom.
We. all of us. can remember one—at least one—teacher
who made a difference in our
lives. Mark Edmundson, a
burly professor of English at
the University of Virginia and
before that a football player
at Medford High School in
Massachusetts, wrote a book
about Frank Lears, an unlikely philosophy teacher during
his senior year.
Edmundson decided that
although popularity. evidenced
by positive course evaluations
and a steady rise in rank, had
accompanied his own years of

teaching at -Mr. Jefferson's
University." "vinually no one.
from what I could tell. was
changed by taking my classes." Edmundson contrasted his
own sincere. but uninspiring.
teaching with the teaching of
Lears. who. fresh out of Harvard. found a way to connect
with the students at Medford
High.
"I had been changed by
Frank Leers. no doubt about
it.- Edmondson stated in his
lx)ok. Teacher: The One V."ho
Made the Difference.
Edmundson wrote that "M
America today we treasure a
long-standing myth of the great
teacher: call it the Mr. Chips—
Robin Williams myth. if you
like.
The teacher of this myth is
infiniteiy kind. infinitely benevolent: he loves his students
first and last, almost more than
he loves himself.
lie memorizes their names
on the first day. He tells
amusing. self-deflating stories
that make everyone feel at
Catie.

He is a source of [wise)
socially sanctioned advice: be
kind. be good, be true. If he
challenges anything, it is orthodoxies that are already dead
in the world at large and have
reared their heads in one last
corner. Most of all he adores—
and is adored—by students."
Edmundson challenged this
rendition of the great teacher
myth. One of his goals "is

to remind
to question authority; Glenn
readers that
Holland played by: Richard
great !cachDreyfuss, whose position as a
e r s --- a n d
music teacher was eliminated.
perhaps the
considered superfluous in the
great teachface of a budget crisis. and
who
ers
John Nash or Russell Crowe,
matter the
who was simply terrible in the
most—do
classroom anyway. because of
not always
increasingly erratic behavior
come in this
brought on by debilitating schizall-benevo- Home and
ophrenia.
Away
lent mode."
Despite these setbacks, all
By James
"The two
three teachers made a differDuane Bolin
great teachence. their teaching living on
ers we know Ledger & Times in the lives of their students.
Columnist
in the We.i.
More than mere facilitators,
Socrates and
a popular present-day moniker
Jesus." Edmundson wrote, used to describe something
"were not without kindness, to other than real teaching. "My
be sure. but both had a sharp Captain" Keating and Mr Holedge. jesus asked people to land and even John Nash, who
do the impossible. He want- won a Nobel Prize for Ecoed them to give up all of their nomics in 1994 over forty years
possessions and follow him, to after writing the theory for
change their lives utterly which the prize was won, made
around. Socrates asked one contributions based on pure
badgering question after anoth- inspiration.
The purpose of
er about why his contemporaries Edmundson's book and this
behaved as they did. In the column is "to give teachers .
end, society could not tolerate . . a measure of encourageeither of these men. and did ment at a time when many
away with them."
forces are trying to make them
From time to time. my members of the service econfamily and I watch or re-watch omy—people who provide
movies centering on teachers skills land) marketable knowland teaching. among them Dead edge . . . but not inspiration.
Poets Society. Mr. Holland's not the wherewithal to change
Opus. and A Beautiful Mind. a life around." Now, lo. those
Each of the teachers in these many years ago, through his
three films was dismissed or inspiration anti example, Hugh
resigned from their positions: Ridenour "changed a life
John
Keating
or
Robin around," and for that I remain
Williams, for inciting students forever grateful.

Time will tell how new Congress will affect the nation
By Martha Randolph Carr
Cagle News Service
The mid-term elections are
over and. as predictetl. the
Democrats lost the majority in
the House.
That was not that hard to
predict because the satne thing
has been happening for a generation at mid-term with the
exception of right after 9/11
when everyone was unsure of
what to do next and were galvanized around homeland security.
However, besides 2001 the
American
electorate
have
proven themselves to be contrarian% and voted in the other
party., Democrat or Republican.
every other election.
Many are going to choose
whichever candidate based on
whether or not they seem to
have the wherewithal to deliver new jobs to their little corner of the vvorld and not be
calculating what their choice
does for the national scene.
Again, except for right after
the terrorist attacks on that
clear Tuesday morning. it's
always been about the economy anti jobs. 'That's because
everything outside of our com-

munity where we can see it
and feel it is theory but watching our neighbors lose their
house or their business is reality. The experience of our own
needs always trumps what wc
might do somewhere else.
As one Independent voter
in Iowa put it. she didn't care
about the health care bill or
the war in Afghanistan.
She only wanted to know
when jobs would return to her
small town.
While there is barely a majority that votes in presidential
election years such as 2008
when 58 percent went to the
polls to vote for Obama. and
that was a little high. during
the mid-term it's much lower.
St). it's difficult to say what
the majority of Americans want
or be absolutely certain how!
things will turn out.
Ilowever. regardless of
which way the elections go
before voters start celebrating
there is another little history
lesson to keep in mind.
Americans have a very short
memory when it comes to who
w.e like or don't like on the
national playing field. It doesn't matter it it's a movie star,

an athlete or a President who then loudly waited for the peowas wildly popular when he ple to cry out for Clinton's
was elected hut sank in the head.
polls right hefore the mid-term
He must have really been
elections.
surprised when instead the pubThe President I'm thinking lic cried out for his and demandof isn't Obama but Clinton ed that Congress stop playing
who was first elected in 1992 games with' their tirne or their
but after the midterm elections money. Clinton actually rose
of 1994 had to deal with a in the polls after that and went
majority Republican House that on to win a second election. .
openly despised him.
The same thing could hapThe newly elected represen- pen for Obama. particularly contatives weie sure that the elec- side-ing we arc still in a diftions that changed the major- ficult and complicated economity signaled the same disgust ic situation that will take Some
with Clinton across the US that time to get out of no matter
they felt Ind they acted on who's in charge.
that assumption.
If Republicans win the House
They sent Clinton a budg- anti start trying to pass a lot
et in 1995 with a list of demands of new legislation or repeal
and cuts in mostly Medicaid. the work that's been done but
Medicare, education and envi- end up being unable to create
ronmental controls and basi- enough new jobs or at least
cally dared him not to sign it. take the credit then Obama
He took them up on that chal- will be more assured of a seclenge and refused to sign even ond term.
though it meant the governGiven how sticky the Great
ment stopped all non-essential Recession has turned out to be
services not once. but twice the Republicans winning the
from November 14th through House may tum out to be the
November 19th and from best thing that could have hapDecember lOth January Oth of pened for Obama. We'll have
1996. The Congressional revolt to wait and see what it does
was led by Newt Gingrich who for the rest of us.
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Benton. died Tuesday. atov
_•
al 7 18 a.m. at Calvert City
Convalescent Center in Calvert City.
The daughter of the late Charlie Henderson and
the late Gretchen INanney I Henderson. ,he was a
homemaker and of the Baptist faith
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
death by her husband. James Baker: sister. Carrie
(Iliryan: and hrnthers. Guy Henderson and Hilton
Henderson.
She is surv ived by one daughter. Shirley
Moravits of Benton: two sons. Jimmy Baker of
Milburn. and Mickey Baker of Benton: grandchildren. Scott Baker. Steve West. Mitzi Willie. Tim
Baker
West and Apnl Baker, all of Benton, Joe Gamble of
Milburn. Sheila Gamble and Dustin Oliver. both of Mayfield, and
Adam Baker of Murray: seven great-grandchildren; and one brother. J.R. Henderson of Benton.
Graveside service will he Thursday, Nov. 4. 2010. at 2 p.m. at
Cole Cemetery in Benton with the Rev. Max Anderson officiating.
Interment will follow at Cole Cemetery.
Visitation will he Thursday. Nov. 4. from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Home in Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cole Cemetery Fund.
c/o Neal Cole. 621 Mullins Ln.. Benton. KY 42025.
Arrangements are handled hy Collier Funeral Home.

Doris Marie Garland
Doris Mane Garland. 81. of Murray. died Monday. Nov. I. 2010,
at 2:15 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Sept. 4. 1929. in Calloway County. she was
d retired hairdresser. original operator of Doris
Beauty. Salon and was a member of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbytertan Church.
In addition to her parents. James and Robbie
Johnson Watkins, she was preceded in death by a
daughter. Donna F. Garland; and brothers. Hugh.
Glen. Joe and Harry Watkins.
She is survived by one son, Michael It Garland
of Murray: sister. Shirley Shelton and husband.
Jimmy of Mayfield: step-sister, Vannetta Bullard
Gadand
and husband, Homer of Murray: sister-in-law, Doris
Jean Ytiatkins of Dexter: four grandchildren. Tammy Thompson and
husband. Michaei of Murray: Cynthia McCubbin and husband.
William of Campbellsville. Chris Garland and wife. Shanna of
Bowling Green. and Tonya Williams and husband, Danny of
Farmington: and eight great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Nov. 4. 2010. at 1 p.m. at
the 1.1-1. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial will be in the North Pleasant Gnive Cemetery.
Visitation will he tonight. Wednesday, Nov. 3. 2010. from 5-8 p.m.
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St. Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.com. Arrangements are handled by. the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Eugene Russell Jones
al of lite serv ice for Eugene Russell Jones. 86. of
held yesterday. Tuesday. N0%. 2. 2010. at 6 p.m. in the
Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with
the Rev. K. Alan Miller officiating. Interrnent was
held today. Wednesday. Nov. 3. 2010. at I I a.m. at
the Beechwood Cemetery. in Mounds. III.
Jones died Monday. Nos.. I , 2010. at 2:20 a.m. at
the Hickory Wood% Retirement Center in Murray.
The son of the late Moffis Jones and the late
Janice 1Linn) Jones, he was
retired Quality
Inspector for Burkart Textron and WAS a member of
First Baptist Church in Mound City.. III.. where he
served as a Deacon
Jones
In addition to his pareats. Jones was preceded in
death by his wife. Betty Jo (Stout Jones: two brothers: and one sister.
He is survived by two daughters. Betty Jean Tolbert and husband.
Cratis of Benton. and Janice Sue "Susie" Reane.
; anti husband.
Wayne of Calvert City.: one son. James David Jones anti wife.
Sheryl of Mounds. III.: seven grandchildren, David Wayne Groves
and wife. Carrie of Murray. Shelly Nole:: and husband. Jon of
Benton, Dusti Lamb and husband. Paul of Benton. Gene Reaney and
wife, Lisa of Paducah, Jamie Jones and Krista Staple, both of
Springfield. 111.. and Emily- Wurth and husband. Tray is of Paducah:
and 11 great-grandchildren. Arrangements were handled by Collier
Funeral Home in Benton.
H Olt Oil
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12 chosen for positions
with Murray City Council

NA

Royce Robin Bruce
Graveside services for Royce Robin Bruce. 57. of Mayfield.
were held today. W'ednesday. Nov. 3, 2010. at I I a.m. at Chapel Hill
Cemetery with the Rev. LW. Jackson officiating.
Pallbearers were David Coker. Eric Copeland. Kyle %Vans. Kevin
Brown, Jackie Williams and Buddy Yokley.
Bruce died Monday, Nov. 1. 2010. at 3:21 a.m. at his residence.
A member of Pryorsburg Baptist Church. he was a retired
employee of Continental General Tire & Rubber Co. and was a
member of Woodman of the World.
Bruce is survived by his wife. Sherry Williams Bruce: parents.
Rev. Cloys and Carolyn 1Gargus) Bruce of Mayfield: six daughters.
Jenny. Copeland and husband. Eric of Wingo. Sarah Watts and husband. Kyle of laiuisville. Chasity Yokley and husband, Buddy of
Wingo, Cassy Coker and husband, David of Murray. Jennifer
Williams arid husband. Jackie of Hardin, and Sheila Brown and husband. Kevin of Murray: brothers. Mark Bnice and wife. Tammy of
Mayfield, Greg Bruce of Vandalia. III.. and Bo Bruce and wife,
Jenny' of Madisonville: sister. Gwen Villines and husband. Chris of
Providence: and nine grandchildren.
Arrangements were handled by Bym Funeral Home.

Lindon 'Linda' Stan

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council will
have four new members starting in January thanks to
Tuesday's eleetion results.
Greg Taylor. Don Elias. Jay
Morgan and Anus, McCarty Jr
will all he new members when
the council has its first meeting
in January. Twenty-four peopie
ran for 12 seats on the council.
Current member Jane Brandon
will not be returning. as she
ranked 14th in vote totals. Greg
Anderson vvill not be ieturning
to the council because he opted
to run for mayor. although he
WAS eliminated in the May pnmary. F.T. "Butch" Seargent
lost his bid for mayor on
Tuesday. to another council
member. Bill W'ells. Since
Seargent. Wells and Anderson
all ran in the primary. this
meant three incumbents opted
not to run for re-election.
Current member John "Melvin"
Bowers was eliminated in the
primary.
Danny Hudspeth once again
received the greatest number of
votes with 2,547 votes, making

him mayor pro tem He was followed by Jason Pittman with
2.176 votes: Dan Miller
received 1.970 votes; Robert
Billington Jr. received 1.944
votes: Linda Cherry received
1.837 votes: Jeremy Bell
received 1.757 votes: Pat Scott
received 1.681 votes. Taylor
received 1.624 votes: Pete
Lancaster received 1.605 votes:
Elias received 1.580 votes.
Morgan received 1.564 vote..
anti McCarty received 1.500
N rites.
Candidates who did not make
the cut were as follows. Jane
Shoemaker received 1.365
votes: Brandon received 1.303
votes: Brad Darnall received
1.279 votes: Martin Milkman
received 1,268 votes: Richard
Reed received 1,165; Debbie
Griffin received 1.156 votes:
Ron Gladden received 934
votes. Charlie McKenney
received 902 votes: John Mark
Roberts received 888 votes;
Mark Randall received 863
votes: Jeremy Boyd received
859 votes and Billy Gene
Pritchard received 554 votes.

III Henley
From Front
%ote with a total ot 6,K34 votes.
McBee received 3.743 votes, or
about 35.39 percent.
Henley said he was glad that
will have chance to continue to
work on extending the four
lanes of U.S. 641 South to the
Tennessee state line. He said the
governor's budget as presented
this year had removed that item
from the six-year road plan. hut
he got it reinstated into the first
tv.o years of the plan. When the
bill came back from the senate.

however. it only extended the
four lanes a mile past its current
location. so Henley said he
would continue pushing that
measure.
Henley said he also wanted to
keep pushing to finish the third
of
phase
Murray
State
University's science complex.
the physics and engineering
building. He said the state was
currently $58 million ahead ol
what is required to meet the
budget this year. and that this
was a good sign for MSU.

Funeral Nervice. tor Lindon "Linda" Stom. 79. of Almo, will be
held today. Wednesday.. Nov. 2010. at 1 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Horne with Bro. Greg Wells officiating.
Burial will follow. in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Serving as pallbearers will be her grandsons.
Stom died Sunday, Oct. 31, 2010, at 3:50 p.m. at
Richard Heil
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Richard Heil. 74. of Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 31. 2010. at 8
Born in Graves County on Dec. 1930. to the
p.m. at his home.
late James Vester Willie and Nancy Jane Wiggins
He was of the Catholic faith, a truck driver and a
Willie, she was a homemaker and a member of the
Korean War veteran serving in the U.S. Navy.
Owens Chapel Baptist Church.
Staff Report
votes; Can-away received 4.452
Heil is survived by one sister. Janice Koltz of
In addition to her parents. Stom was preceded in
Stom
kand
AfcCallon, Eddie votes and Workman received
Penn.: and special fnends and caregivers, Gracie
death by. one daughter. Deborah Linn McWherter:
Workman and Maity Carraway
Tucker of Hardin, Dennis and Maryann Harrison and and one sister Betty Ruth Wells.
4,297 votes. Larry Gilbert did
won their bids in Tuesday's
Blake Malloy. all of Murray.
She is survived by her husband. Aubrey E. Stem of Almo. whom
Funeral services will be held privately. Burial will be in Hicks she married on Nov. 4. 1950, in Corinth. Miss.: three sons. James
election to be county water arid not make the cut for the three
Cemetery. There will he no visitation.
available positions with 4,117
Wm. Stom and wife. Sally of Benton. Darvin Earl Stom and wife, soil conservation supervisors.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Vivian of Smithland. and David Keith Stom and wife. Tammy
McCallon received 5.197 votes.
of
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Murray: one sister. Myrtle Marie Glover of Murray: I() grandchilHome.
dren, Crystal Manus and husband. Marc. Josh McWherter and wife,
Tosha. Jordan McWherter and Paula Stom, all of Murray. Jeremy.
Nell hicCuiston
Stom and wife. Nikki of Kirksey. Jill Madding and husband. Dale of
NOTICE
Neil McCuiston, 69. of Murray, died Sunday. Oct. 31, 2010. at Mayfield. Jamie Stom and wife, Katie of Benton. Shawn Stom of
• The Dexter-Almo Heights
5:30 p.m. at Vanderbilt Medical Center in Greenville, S.C.. Travis Stom of Smithland. and Keith Stom of
Nashville. Tenn.
Saginaw., Mich.: and nine great-grandchildren: Breanna Manus.
Water District will meet
Born June 25.1941. in Houston County. Tenn., Chaz Manus, Ty. Stom. Zoe Storm Bo Stom, Tray Madding. Conner
Monday Nov. 8, at 6 p.m. The
she attended Poplar Spring Baptist Church and was Stom, Kaelyn McWherter and Zachary Manus.
meetino will be at the water
a homemaker.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneraloffice
located at 351 Almo
In addition to,her parents. Bernice F. and Vinnie home.com. Arrangements are handied by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
• FUL 'ochnera4Swvc, •
Hd.
(Curtis) Bishop. she was preceded in death by tvvo Home.
•
V 'It'. • a
sisters. Myrtle Garner and Joyce Roberson: and one
This is a paid obituarr.
• The City of Murray
brother, Charles Bishop.
Architectural Review Board
.49:499111100
,
She is survived by her husband, Dan McCuiston.
The number of times published or the length ofone or more of the
Surfop to fOx faster/
)
meeting set for Nov. 4. has
whom she married Feb. 5. 1960: two daughters, preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
been
cancelled.
Sqpr, Up Online' wwar lecalelid cern
McCuiston Cathy. McClintick and Angela Patterson. both of Times policv. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
• To report a Town Crier
N.C.: one son, Michael McCuiston, of Tampa. Fla.:
,
A
three sisters, Geneva Bell of New Concord. Agnes Self of Slalom
item, e-mail: editordmurLocalNet
Tenn.. and Nancy Futrell of Murray: one brother, Wiley Bishop of
rayledger com
Itt•I•nu4f.
S,,•• !'34141
New Concord; two brothers-in-law. Toni McCuiston of III.. and
Jimmy McCuiston of Murray; one sister-in-law. Annabel' Campbell
of Union City, Tenn.; three grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; and several nieces and nephews.
Read the Want Ads Daily
also found that most voters who
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Nov. 4, 2010, at 2:30 By The Associated Press
Repuhlisan John MeCain say they support the tea party
p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Revs.
put the finishing touches movement voted for McCain,
Brett Miles and Rob "son officiating. Burial will follow in Hicks
Tuesday' on a re-election cam- while most who oppose the
Cemetery.
paign that initially promised to movement voted for Glassman
Visitation will he Thursday, Nov. 4. after 10 a.m. at the funeral
• • ••
be a fight for his political life
home.
Expressions of sympathy inay be tnade to American Society. but ended as a blowout that
On a day of Republican
ATTN: Pat Lattimer, 101 S. 4th Street. Murray. KY 42071.
gave him a fifth term in the U.S. revival in Congress. Senate
Investments Since 1854 _
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. Senate.
p.m es AS !kl: 9' A.M.
Majority' Leader Harry Reid
Arrangements are handled by' Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
McCain trounced little- was the spoiler.
Home.
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Soil arid water supervisors chosen

Town Crier

759-2575

McCain wins 5th Senate term;
Nevada's Reid wins fifth term

Al STOCK MARKET REPOR I

State projects $58M budget
surplus for fiscal year
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Board of Health to meet

ei)nci9eineril

The Calloway Counts Board of Health will
conduct a special called board meeting on
Nos. 1. at noon in the Calloway Counts
Health C'enter. Topics include approsing
minutes and audit report: and report on fiscal court meeting. state transition team meeting and disposition of 705 Olive St. property.
Meeting is open to the public. For more
information. call 1270i 1-34-%25.

Datebook
Sane, Teague.
Community
editor

4-H Council will meet

The 4-H Council will meet on Thursday.. Nov.
4. at 5:30 p.m. to discuss a grant for
Robotics and Health Rocks. and opportunift..,
for the youth. They will also review the constitution and assemble a
revision committee.

Garden Department will meet
The Garden Department of the Murray. W'oman's Club will meet
Thursday. Nov. 4. at I p.m. at The Red Barn for a workshop on holiday decor. Hostesses are. Martha Joiner and Susan O'Neill. They
will collect paperback books. puzzles and tube socks for veteran,

Photo provided

Mr and Mrs. Buddy McNutt recently celebrated their 70th
wedding anniversary at Spnng Creek Nursing Home where
she is a resident Buddy and Sarah Nell were married on Oct
12. 1940.

the

Veterans

Memorial

for

4
•

3r" '0

Registered
Bridal Couples:

Our

Irtd

Murra-Callowa County.. on
Saturday. Nov. 13. at I() a.m. at
Murray City Park. corner of
Chestnut and 10th Streets. The
event will he held rain or shine.
The public is invited to attend.
especially all veterans and
active military. service personnel. The ceremony will include
speakers. the raising of a
POW/MIA flag. Kentucky State
flag and a United States flag.
There will also be unveilings of
the dedication monument and
the memorial centerpiece statue.

MI11,

FUN & FASHION
Ely 0..11‘. Kelley

The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thursday. Nov. 4. at 10 a.m. at Pizza Inn. 1001 Joe Clifton Drtve in
Paducah for a combined luncheon and meeting. All from the
Kentucky' Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle. Fulton.
Hickman. Graves, Marshall and McCracken) and the Kentucky
State Police Retirement System are encouraged to attend. For more
information. cal) 898-7289 or 527-9531.

al.111•0001•00.

Local author to speak at library

Schafer and Townley
Teresa Schafer of Pans. Tenn.. and Don Townley of Buchanan.
Tenn. announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is a Computer Information Technology Instructor at the Tennessee Technology Center in Paris. She has a
son. Hunter. who lives in Baltimore. Md.
The groom-elect is a retired Cosmetology. Instructor at the
Tennessee Technology Center in Paris. He has a son. Keith.
who lives in Pleasant View. Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 4. at 2 p.m. at Buchanan
United Methodist Church. Buchanan.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple
requests no gifts.

New Beginnings
will meet Saturday
Special to the Ledger
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N'hat a great trunk show w
and Zoe we had The spring and Anntrier
were beautiful. The fall
s!yles are fabulous wo'
Congratulations to Patty Knott.
1:1110 Manning. Alice Rouse. Anne
Mateicek. Juanita Watts winners of
the door prves.
Brighton has d new promotion
going on that runs through November
14th With a single purchase of
SI0000 of Brighton items you will
receive a beautitul Jewelry case One
hundred dollars won't be hard to
spend as we have so man) new
charms and jewelry in stock. NSIA IS
•StAlf charm
the perfect time to add
bracelet or start a special bracelet for
yiurself or someone else. Theme
charm bracelets are very popular now
NInti tops have arrived that are per..
fevt tor leggings or the slimmer leg
pants
Try the side zip trom Fiench
Dressing in a straight leg or the ponte
knit yari from Not Your Daughter's
Jeans The arc both straight leg and
the fit is awesome
lb< .aore is hur,ling with new jewelry something for everyone It is not
too early to start on iiur Christmas
v.hile the selections are good
Congratulations to Phyllis Sims
who won this week's giveaway of a
gold necklace and earrings.
Fan us on Facebook to register or
come in the store to see what the door
prize will be each week and register.
V1111 11117rd 10 nett week's Fun and
Fashnni rep,rt.
hristnias ()pen Houst.
PS
Novernbei 14th
aro*
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Delores Jackson recently
spoke to New Beginnings
Support Group about major
depression in the lives of people
both in and out of incarceration.
lackson is scheduled to graduate
this December wiih a Bachelor
of
Science
Degree
in
Psychology. and minor in
Christian Counseling. She plans
to work as a Substance Abuse
Counselor and a Marriage and
Family Counselor. She currently
holds internships with Westside
Jail/Prison Ministry and New
Beginnings.
The next meeting will be
Saturday. Nov. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Delores Jackson
Westside Baptist Church, Room the building and enter at the
28, with Sandra Fender as guest gym. double-door entrance.
speaker. The pot-luck meal and Note the change of room numpiogratn are open to the public. ber. For more information, call
Participants are asked to bring a Ron or Linda Wright at 753dish and to park at the back of (1156.

Schedule listed for AA
Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St.. in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday. 8 p.m.. closed, no
smoking, 12x 12 study; Monday.
noon. open. no smoking. 8 p.m.
open. smoking: Tuesday., 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking: Wednesday.
II a.m. closed, no smoking. 6
p.m.. closed. ladies meeting,
smoking. 8 p.m., open. smoking: Thursday, 8 p.m. closed,

N STOCK
75 ounce Face Weight
Plush Carpet

smoking. big book meeting.:
Friday. 12 noon. open. no smoking. lunchtime meeting. 8 p.m.
open. smoking. Newcomers:
Saturday, 10 a.m., open, nosmoking. 8 p.m. open, no-smoking. speaker meeting; last
Saturday in the month at 8 p.m.
"Eat-n-Meet- potluck. Closed
meetings are tor people who
think they. have a problem. Open
meetings are for anyone who
wants to attend an AA meeting.
For information. call Mitch at
753-9320. Chuck at 436-2552 or
Dixie at 873-817,'

(Variet.s

Color.$)

'6.99,yd

Berber

.
4P Ilk

2344 US Hwy. 641 S.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-2487

Lifetime Replacement Danz
Faucets In Stock 8z ON SA LE_Li
Nemed Small Business of the Year

Linda Swift. local author. will speak on "E-book Publishing: Fact
and Fiction- on Thursday. Nov. 4. at I p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library. She will return for a book signing on Nov. I 1 at the
Murray State University Bookstore.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all types ot
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information.
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information. call 753-8419 or 1
(877) 447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646

AWARDS
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Counted (
Gail Vinsi
were won
first place
Lexington
Christmas

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit /f73 will meet Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., Murray.
Female spouses and daughters of veterans al e invited. The agenda
will include planning for future fund-raisers and projects to help
veterans. Refreshments will be served. For more information, call
Townya Ritzi at 293-3145.

Knit-wits will meet at county library
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday' at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information. call Dot at 7534803.

Benefit concert to be held
The Paducah Symphony will host a benefit concert on Saturday.,
Nov. 6. at 7:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, off Johnny
Roberson Road. Murray. to support the building of the Residential
Hospice House. For tickets. call Melony Bray at 762-1381.

Women on Mission to hold bazaar
Westside Baptist Church Women on Mission will host a holiday
bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 6, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the gymnasium at back of church. Handmade crafts and baked goods available.
For more information, call 759-0915.

Goshen UMC to hold bazaar
The United Methodist Women of Goshen Church will host their
24th Christmas in the Country Bazaar on Saturday. Nov. 6. from 8I I a.m. Items include food. attic treasures. crafts and more.
Proceeds will benefit a vartety of community organizations.

Kirksey Baptist to host festival
Kirksey Baptist will host the Fall Festival Celebration on
Saturday. Nov. 6. beginning at 5 p.m. at 3553 Kirksey Highway. All
are welcome. Bring a lawn chair. There will be games. a hot dog
roast and hayride.

Angel Alert has been issued
The Calloway County Family Resource Center is looking for a
reliable vehicle to be donated to a local family. with a young child
in the hospital with cancer. according to Michelle Hansen. coordinator. For more information contact the Family Resource Center at
761-Tn 3

Murray Country Club
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BAZAAR: The Kirksey United Methodist Church will hold a
Hoiiday Gift Bazaar on Saturday.
Nov. 6, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the church on Highway
299 in Kirksey. Items include cookbooks. ribbon skirts. Christmas crafts and other holiday gift
:terns as well as baked goods. A
soup luncheon will also be serveci from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., with
carryout available. Proceeds
will be used to support the Reelfoot Rural Missions Christmas Store
and the Kirksey United
Methodist Youth Group.

Photo provide.d

DONATION: The Knights of Columbus recently held their annual Tootsie
Roll Drive fundraiser
to raise money for W.A.T.C.H., an organization that assists people with disabilities
in becoming fully integrated into their community. Pictured from left are Sherry
McKnight. Belinda
Washer and Michelle Norsworthy from W.A.T.C.H. accepting a donation of $2.146.15
from
Kevin D'Angelo, Grand Knight for the Knights of Columbus. The Knights
of Columbus thank
the community for their support.

Moscow Ballet to be at Paducah center

will meet
n Dnve in
from the
le. Fulton.
Kentucky
For more

Special to the Ledger
The Moscow Ballet principal
dancer Alexandra Elagina will
he featured at Paducah's Carson
Center at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov.
16. in "The Great Russian
Nutcracker.Elagina and partner Anatolie
Ustimov are currently on the
east coast tour of "Nutcracker."
Elagina is considered to be an

hing: Fact
ay County
r. I I at the

up-and-coming ballerina and is
a soloist at Tatar's Jalil State
Academic Theater of Opera and
Ballet. home to one of the best
troupes performing in Russia
today. Ustimov danced with
Moscow. Ballet's 2009 tour and
returns this year in the lead role.
The State Theatre of Opera
and Ballet of Moldova's artistic
director says."... in our compa-

ny we hioe several promising
youngsters like Cristina and
Alexei Terentiev, (2008 IBC
Gold Medalists and principals
on the 2010 MB West Coast
tour) and... Anatolie Ustimov."
The east coast tour also includes
special
guests
Sergey
Chumakov
and
Elena
Petrachenko in the Arabian variation. The couple is known for
their dare-devil moves combining the line and beauty of ballet
with the showmanship of the
circus. The eastern tour contin-
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gymnastavailable.

host their
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-ation on
hway. All
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ues to more than 30 cities. ending in St. Petersburg. Fla. on
Dec.
28.
Visit
www.nutcrackercom for tickets
and
more
information.
Alexandra Elagina and Anatolie
Ustimov replace previously
announced east coast soloists
Cristina and Alexei Terentiev.
who are on the west coast tour.
Tickets may be purchased at
www.thecarsoncentenorg.
www.nutcrackercom or by calling the Carson Center at (270)
450-4444.

AWARDS: Murray Woman's Club Creative Arts Department
members recently were awarded First Place at the District 1
Kentucky Federation of Woman's Clubs Creative Arts Contest
in Benton. Pictured from left are Diane Taylor. first place in
Counted Cross Stitch, Joetta Kelly, first place in Painting; and
Gail Vinson. first place in Photography. A total of 11 awards
were won by members of the Creative Arts Department. The
first place projects will go on to the state contest in April in
Lexington. Not pictured is Lynda Cooper. first place in
Christmas ornament.

CCASAP

Sat.. Nov. Oth
Robert O. Miller
Conference Centel
Ftegister 11 am
Pageant 12 pm
ll age groups
0-25 yrs. Girls
0-6 yrs. Boys
Photo provided

event to be held

The
C loway
County
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention will host the
"American Medicine Chest
Challenge- on Saturday'. Nov.
13. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Calloway County' Sheriff's
Office. This event encourages
parents to clean out their medicine cabinets for any unused or
expired prescription and overthe-counter medications and
properly dispose of them to the
Sheriff's Office. This ensures
that medicine stays out of hands
of kids. friends. neight)ors or

Cans needed
for fundraiser
WATCH Center a! 702 Main
St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams
director. said, "These may be
taken to the center during regular hours: or persons may drive
through the driveway on the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytime day or night: or may he
donated a! a Make A Difference
Day. at Murray. State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."

workers who may he abusing.
There will be goody bags and
two opportunities to win S50 gas
cards for the first I(X) participants.
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Highlights
•Spa Services
•Lewi%burg Shopping Extursion
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TV Auction
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Each Night
* * * * *
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Under New
Management!
,
Newly.Refreshed!
( NOW SMOKE FREE!)
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753-1601
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Republicans ride voter unrest to control of House
By CALVIN WOODWARD
.,ssociated Press
ASHIN(iTON 1API - Republicans reaped a windfall from independem s oleo and tea party aCti% ISb to seize control of the House in
midterm elections. gained seats in the Senate and served notice
Wednesday they vs ill confront President Barack Obama with a consery atis e agenda to cut gm eminent and spur private-sector jobs.
heen given a second chalice and a golden opportunity,- Rep.
bic Cantor of Virginia. No. 2 Republican in the House. said as hi. party
prepared to usher in an era of divided government. Hu called the outcome a rejection of Obama more than an endorsement of the GOP. cautioning lellow Republicans they must to work to win public confidence.
"People want to see results.- he said on CBS's "The Early Show."
"They want to see the government go on a diet just like they has e
Republicans scored the biggest party turnover in more than 70 years
Tuesday with their win in the House and. in doing so. will dethrone
Democratic Rep. Nancy Pelosi -- a prime target of their campaign -who had crashed a political glass ceiling and made history with her des anon to speaker four years ago.
Nes ada Sen. Harry Reid. the Senate majonty leader. overcame a tea
pany challenge from Republican Sharron Angle in one of the election's
most brutal', fought races.
Reid said Wednesday the two parties now will have to work together
and Republicans cannot be merely obstructionist. "Just saying no doesn't do the triek.- Ile said on Al3Cs "G(sod Morning Amenca.But Republican Rand Paul. who uon a Kentucky Senate seat in a race
pow cued by tea party suptx,rt. said "debate is healthy....
Ile told NBC."Today" show : "People complain a lot about gridlock
but w hems er (iti analyze gosernment. federal government or mate goseminent. it seems like the most fiscally comers atis e gosernment is
alwass dis'Jed gosernment.Father.(Mama called Otno Rep. John Boehner. the House speaker-inss aning. to congratulate him. He also spoke with Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell and top Democrats in a senes of conversations
that reflected II1C shifting balance of power.
The Republic:an 'cadets penciled in a late-morning news conference, to
he followed a short while later by Obama's own meeting with reporters
ai the W hoe Housc
Incomplete returns showed the GOP picked up at least 60 House seats
and led lot four more. far in excess of what was needed for a majority..
About two dozen races remained too dose to call.
On then night of inuniph. Republicans also gained at least six Senate
seats. and tea party Loonies Paul in Kentucky:. Mike Lee in Utah and
Mario Rubio in Florida were among their winners.
Not all the tea partx insurgents won. Christine O'Donnell lost badly: in
I Maw are. flu seal that Republican strategists once calculated would be
theirs with ease. And in Nevada. Reid dispatched Angle in an especially.
costl and contentious campaign in a year filled with them.
His %k In lett three races still unresolved — in Colorado. V)Tashington
and Alaska. where Sen. Lisa Murkowski ran as a write-in candidate after
losing the Republican nomination earlier this fall.
The GOP also wrested 10 gosernorships from the Democrats. Ohio
and Pennsylvania among them. and gave two back. California and
Haw air
In New York. Andrew Cuomo won the office his father. Mario. held

for three terms. And in California. Jerry Brown was successful in his bid
lot j comeback to the goss.•rnor's office he occupied tor two terms more
than a quarter-century ago.
The biggest win by Lir was the House. a %loin made all the more
remarkable go en the drubbing Republicans absorbed at the hands otlkeinocrats in the past two elections. Their conieback was aided by inde
pendent.. who hacked GOP candidates for the first time since 2004. by a
margin tit
pcisent to .19 percent. Women backed Democrats 49-48.
atter fasoring them by a dozen points in recent elections.
Tlie takeass ass came in bunches — foe Democratic-held seats each in
Pennsy Is ania and Ohio and three in Florida and Virginia. Incumbents
sent to defeat included three committee chainnen, Ike Skelton in
k11,1
Oberstar in Minnesota and John Spratt in South
as Paul kall.lorski ot Penns)Ivania, in Congress more
Corululu•
than a quarter-centiny
IX-mot:rats conceded nothing while they: still had a chance. "Let's go
out there and continut.• it) fight.- Pelosi exhorted supporters in remarks
before tele% ohm :::1111efaS While the polls were still open in much of the
country.
But not long Ate' she spoke. Ikmocratic incumbents in both houses
began falling. and her ov,n four-y:ear tenure as the first female speaker in
history was doomed. She gas e no indication of her owa plans.
"We must all stro e to find common ground to support the middle
class. create jobs, reduce the deficit and move our nation forward." she
said in a statement.
Efforts to res nail'', the economy top the list. and Republicans also
campaigned calling Mr spending cuts to reduce deficits. extension of
expiring tax cuts tOr all and repeal of Obaina's cherished health care hill
all areas ripe for confrontation in the months ahead.
With unemployment at 9.6 percent nationally:. inters iews with %suers
re% C:Iled an extraordinarily sour electorate. stressed financially and poorly disposed toward the pi:old:mt. the political parties and the federal
ennuent
Sen.-elect Paul. appearing Tuesday night betore supporters in Bow ling
Green.
declared. "We•)e come to take our government back.About four in 10 sifters said they were worse off financially than two
years ago. according to exit polls and pre-election surveys. More than
one in three said their soles v,.ere an expression of opposition to Mama.
More than hall expressed negatise views about Kith political parties.
Roughly I percent of voters considered themselves supporters of the
conservatise tea pany movement. Less than half said they. wanted the
go% eminent to do more to solve problenis.
Republicans were cenain of at least six Senate pickups. including the
seat in Illinois that Obama resigned to become president. Rep. Mark
Kirk won there. defeating Alexi Giannoulias.
Democratic Sens. Russell Feingold in Wisconsin and Blanche Lincoln
in Arkansas were turned out of office. In addition, Republicans scored
big in races for Democratic scats without incumbents on the ballot.
Former Rep. Pat Toomey won a close race in Pennsylvania. North
Dakota (los_ John Hoeven won easily there. arid former Sen. Dan Coats
breezed in a comeback attempt for the Indiana SCdi he voluntarily gave
up a dozen years ago.
Democrats as ened deeper losses when Gm. Joe Manchin won in West
Virginia — after pointedly distancing himself from Obama for the

i.11;xpired portion sit ilie late Sen. Robert C. Byrd's term, and Attorney
General Richard Blumenthal was victorious in Connecticut. dispatching
Linda MiMahon, former CEO of World Wrestling Entenainment. Sen.
Barbara Boxer was elected to a fourth term in Caiik)rnia, overconting a
challenge from Carly Fiorina.
The GOP gubernatorial gains came after a campaign in which their
party organization spent nioce than SIO0 tnillion, nearly double what
Democrats had.
Among the incumbents who fell were Ted Strickland in Ohio, defeated
by. former Rep. John Kasich, and Chet Culver in Iowa, loser to former
Gos. Terry Branstad.
In a footnote to the brutal politics of the campaign. Republican-turnedindependent Lincoln Chafee was elected governor of Rhode !sland.
Obama campaigned in the state in the campaign's final week. But he
declined to endorse the Democratic candidate. Frank Caprivi. out of %hal
the White House said was respect for Chafee, who had endorsed the
president in his own presidential race two years ago.
A Republican takeover of the House ushers in a new era of divided
gos eminent after two years in wihich Obama and fellow Democrats
pushed through an economic stimulus bill. a landmark health care measure and legislation to rein in Wall Street after the near collapse of the
economy in 2008.
Paul's triumph in Kentucky completed ati improbable rise for an eye
surgeon making his first race. He drew opposition from the Republican
Party establishment when he first launched his bid. then struggled to
adjust to a statewide race with Attorney: General Jack Conway.
Rubio, also running with tea party: support, won with 49 percent of the
vote in a three-way race in Florida. months after he forced Gov. Charlie
Clam to leave the Republican Party: and run as an independent.
Democratic Rep. Kendrick Meek ran third.
But a third tea party -hacked candidate, O'Donnell. who went front a
sinual unknown to primary winner to fodder for late-night comedians in
the span of a fev,: months, lost overwhelmingly to Democrat Chns
Coons in Delaware. Republicans had counted on taking the seat from the
Democrats early: this y:ear. but that was before O'Donnell defeated veteran Rep. Mike Castle in a September primary:. Democrat John Carney
easily. won the seat that was Castle's for nearly two decades.
Not all the Republican newcomers were party. crashers.
In New Hampshire. Republican Kelly. Ayotte won a Senate seat.
defeating Democratic Rep. Paul Hodes. Former Bush administration
official Rob Portman won a seat in Ohio, and Rep. Jerry Moran won in
Kansas and Rep. Roy Blunt in Missouri.
Democratic Sen. Patrick Leahy: of Vermont was re-elected to his seventh term and Barbara Mikulski her fifth. New. York Sens. Charles
Schumer and Kirsten Gillibrand also won. as did Sen. Ron Wyden in
Oregon and Boxer in California In Hawaii. Democratic Sen. Daniel
Inouye was elected ffir a ninth time to the seat he has held since 1962.
Republican Sen. Jim DeMint. who won a second terrn in South
Carolina. has been working to establish a nationwide standing among
conservatives. He was instrumental in supporting tea party challengers
in several primaries this spring and summer at a time the GOP establishment was backing other candidates.
In Alabama. Sen. Richard Shelby: was re-elected easily. as were
Republican Sens. Tom Coburn in Oklahoma. Richard Bun- in North
Carolina. John Thune in South Dakota, Johnny: Isakson in Georgia.
David Vitter in Louisiana. John McCain in Arizona, Chuck Grassley in
Iowa and Mike Crapo in Idaho.
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Tigers ascend to No. 1
AIRTIGHT DEFENSE IS ONE REASON FOR MURRAY'S
CLAIM TO CLASS 2A's TOP SPOT

ZAY JACKSON'S
QUICKNESS,
LEAPING ABILIT1
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PLAY BIGGER
THAN HIS SIZE
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Zay Jackson's credentials as
an athlete go unquestioned.
The 6-foot point guard from
Harnmond, La., who recently
committed to Murray. State, is
more decorated as a track and
field star.
Jackson is the reigning
Louisiana Class 2A state champion in the triple jump with a
length of more than 47 inches
and was a regional champion in
the high jump,clearing 6 feet, 4
inches.
His developing understanding of basketball plus a rare
brand of athleticism should
make him a strong pick-up for
the Racers, says St. Thomas
Aquinas head coach Errol
Gauff.
"Every time I see him play
with bigger and better players,
he does really well," says
Gauff, who has won two state
championships at the school
north of New Orleans.
Gauff
is
referencing
Jackson's time playing AAU
ball this summer, where his
level of play surprised even his
high school coach
"He passes better than I ever
thought he could because. for
us, he's got to do So many
things offensively as far as
scoring points are concerned. I
didn't realize how well he
could pass until saw him play
with some of these traveling
teams."
Jackson will get a chance to
play alongside even better players when he suits up for Murray
State next season.
About to embark on his senior year at
Hammond's
Catholic high school, he gave a
verbal commitment to Billy
Kennedy and the Racers on
Oct. 22 for the 20I 1-12 season.
Jackson received a two-star
rating from ESPN's scouting
service, which called him "a
high-energy' competitor that
loves to push the tempo and is
very good at getting to the basket and creating offense for
himself and his teammates."
"Jackson is a high level athlete that could turn out to be a
major steal for Murray State."
the report continued. "He is
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On the Web
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▪ Zay Jackson's YouTube video:
www youtube com watcn?,KKL
2zcOnJA
▪ Zay Jackson's ESPIN recruiting
profile: http,',espn go comMens-college
basketball/recruiting/Player id125775
•zav-iackson
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RICKY MAR11N / Ledger & Tinos
Matt Deese (left) and Christian Duncan hug after Murray
clinched their second consecutive undefeated season
last Friday. The two seniors have been Integral parts of
the Tigers' success in both 2009 and 2010.

95
URING

ES
e Radio

#CP976
Jeep

LEM

95
courtesy o,DERICK HINGLE
Zay Jackson is pictured
during a 2008 game for St.
m
Thomas
Aquinas
Hammond. La. Jackson will
join Murray State for the
2011-12 season.

Friday
Todd Co. Central at
Murray
When. 7 30 p m
Where: Ty Holland Stadium
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records. Murray 10-0 14-0 1-2A)
TCC 4-6 10-3 2-2A)
Last meeting: Murray won 77-0 in
2009
ranking them first in the state
amongst all classes in that category.
The Tigers have the most
potent run defense in the state as
well.
After finishing the regular

season 10-0 for a second consecutive year, Murray High
allowed only 534 yards rushing
this season, also tops in the
state.
Steve Duncan loves his
defense, but the third-year head
coach says that's not the only
reason his Tigers are the newly
crowned No. I team in Class 2A
according to the Associated
Press poll released Monday
afternoon.
"Teamwork. That's the key,"
Duncan said. "We have some
See TIGERS, 10A
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Racer Sports in Brief

Volleyball
rallies for
3-1 win
over UTM

TOW'DILL ARO / Lodger

Murray State senior goalkeeper TOM Isbell comae
art In an attempt to collect this advanoo frcm a
South Florida plow during
match *artier this
easeort %boll, a Mayfield mem helps/1, the Racers
to three consecutive shutouts en route to winning
the 2009 Ohio Valley Conference Tournament She
hopes she cart repeat the feat this woefumd In
Morehead.

_
RESHAENT GOALKEEPER, RACERS ON THE RLSE AS THEY OPEN
QUEST FOR SECOND CONSECUTIVE OVC TOURNAMENT TITLE
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Ety RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Allowing just over six points
per contest, the Murray High
Tigers have Class 2A's most
feared defense.
By all accounts. the physical
and opportunistic play from
Murray's defensive unit has
solidified thern not only as 2A's
top squad, but perhaps the best
in the state.
Under the direction of defensive coordinator Tony Boone,
Murray High allowed only 6.6
points per game this season in
their 10 regular-season games.

MSU SOCCER

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
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But the senior goalkeeper won't leave

This Week
Ovc Tournament
(at Morehead State)
Thuisday
Easter, Wools vs
Eastern Kentucky 4 p m
Ausbn Pea v vs r61 Murray St . 7 p m
Friday
(1) Morehead St vs EIU;EKU winner p m
(21 Southeast MIssouri vs APSUNSU winner, 7 p m
Sunday

Championship match. noon
All Times Central
All games viewable on OVCSports TV
soccer behind. In fact. she wants to coach
someday.
"I'd especially- like to coach little kids."
says the Mayfield native. "I like seeing
them change so quickly."
Ironically enough, changing quickly is
exactly what Isbell's Murray State squad
will need to do this weekend if they hope to
bring home Ohio Valley Conference tournament hardware kir the second consecutive season.
Isbell is perhaps most known for her
splendid play. in net during last year's tourney. when she anchored three shutouts, led
the Racers to their first-ever NCAA
Tournament appearance and was named
NSCAA National Play.er of the Week.

This season, however, has been a trying
one for Isbell and Mun-ay State.
The defending champions and preseason
conference favorites have been plagued by.
injuries and inconsistency and suffered
eight consecutive losses during the middle
of the season. dropping their first two conference games to fall to 0-2.
Isbell sat the bench for several games
during that stretch, something head coach
Beth Acreman called a performance-based
decision.
Since then, however. Murray State has
rallied to go 3-1-2 in their final six OVC
noatchups and carry some positive momentum into Thursday's first-round rnatchup
with Austin Peay at 7 p.m. at Morehead
State.
The Racers are far from favorites. They
were the final team to make the tournament
and are seeded sixth. facing a matchup with
the No. 3 Governors.
If they win, they would advance to play
No. 2 seed Southeast Missouri in the semifinals on Fnday.
But Acreman and her players feel they
are beginning to put the required pieces
together for a postseason run.
"We went through the last stretch of
See ISBELL. tOA

From FASU Athletics
The Murray State volleyball team rallied in all four
sets to earn a 3-1 (25-21, 2426, 25-23, 27-25) victory
over UT Martin in Ohio
Valley Conference action at
Racer Arena Tuesday night.
The Racers (13-13, 8-6
OVC) trailed late into each
set and used strong serving to
rally to win three of the four
sets.
MSU was led by its trio of
seniors,
with
Ashley
Nenninger leading the team
with 21 kills and adding a
276 (21k-5e-58ta) hitting
percentage.
Senior Sara Hayden tallied
her second career doubledouble with 11 kills and a
career-best 11 digs. Becca
Lamb added 12 kills and 14
digs for her seventh doubledouble of the season.
The Racers earned a .232
(65k-24e-177ta) hitting percentage in the match to the
Skyhawks' .207 154k-18e174ta). However UTM had a
9 to 4.5 advantage in the
blocking column and a 7-3
lead in service aces. MSU
came up strong on defense
with 91 digs to UTM's 77.
The Racers will continue
their packed week of OVC
action with two matches this
weekend on the road. MSU
first travels to Cookeville.
Tenn., to face Tennessee
Tech. Friday at 7 p.m. The
Racers then go on to
Jacksonville. Ala.. to face
Jacksonville State. Saturday
at T! p.ttl.
Women's goff finishes tali
at Pat Etradley Invitatioaal
The
Murray
State
women's golf squad wrapped
up the fall portion of their
2010-11 season with a 12th
place showing at the Pat
Bradley
Invitational
at
Pelican Preserve CC in Fon
Myers, Fla.
Playing in a strong field of
15 teams, the Racers fired
rounds of 320-303-311=934
to finish ahead of Oakland
(940). Drake (974) and
Bethune-Cookman (997).
MSU finished just behind
Ilth place Troy (929).
Freshman
Alex
Lennartsson led the way for
MSU with a 33rd place finish
in the field of 81 players with
scores of 81-74-75=230.
while Caroline Lagerborg
placed 49th with rounds of
79-76-79=234.
Delaney Hovvson carded
scores ot 76-84-75=235. with
•See MS11. 10A
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•Jackson

MMS girls
get opening
victories

From Page 9A
still learning the game and his
best basketball days are ahead
of him. but he will have an
opportunity to be an impact
player as a freshman."
He received a grade of 84
from Scouts, Inc., which classifies him as a mid-major
prospect who should be a saalid
two-or-three-year starter at a
mid-major program.
Jackson chose Murray State
over Conference USA member
Tulane as well as LouisianaLafayette and South Alabama,
all of which had extended
offers, Gauff said.
He averaged 18.2 points, 3.6
assists and 2:8 steals per game
last season.
Gauff points io Jackson's
quickness and leaping ability as
qualities that allow him to play
bigger than his size, which the
coach says is either a short 6-0

or a tall 5- II.
"He can rebound the ball and
get to the rim because of his
athleticism," he said. "He can
finish because he can jump in
there with bigger guys, draw
contact or get the ball over
them and finish at the rim."
With sophomore Isaiah
Canaan seemingly' a candidate
for Murray' State's point guard
of the future, it isn•t clear at
what position Jackson would fit
into the Racers' lineup, and college coaches are not currently
permitted to comment publicly
on their commitments.
Gauff won't speculate as to
what position Jackson would
play for the Racers. but he does
believe his pupil will perhaps
fare better in the college game
than in high school.
"Going to these elite camps,
I saw that he's a good screenand -roll player, which is some-

thing you see a lot more in the
college game." he said.
"College coaches were pointing
out to me how he can use the
ball screen well.
"He's a good ballhandler,
and that explosiveness he has,
he can go from medium pace to
real quick without much titne."
According to ESPN's evaluation, Jackson needs to add
some bulk to his thin frame in
order to handle physical play at
the collegiate level. The web
site also said he needed to work
on his consistency as a longrange shooter in order to open
his penetration game.
ESPN repons a vertical leap
of 43 inches.
Jackson is expected to sign
during the early signing period
from Nov. 10-17.
The regular signing period
for college basketball begins
April 13.
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Hie Murray' Middle seventh
and eighth grade girls basketSCOREBOARD
ball squads opened up their
National Basketbell Assoelatioil
Oklahoma C ity
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regular season with victories at
All Time* CDT
Utah
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1
2
home Tuesday night over Trigg
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seventh graders Shelby Moss
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4 01 000 Atlanta 100, Cleveland 88
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Miami
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and Bethany Armstrong with
1
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W
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Sarah McDowell chipped in
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1
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Nordahl and Audrey Wilson.
Hornbuckle two. Murray's From Page 9A
one, going up against stronger
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were dealing
seven rebounds.
San Antonio
with," make saves, but there was only
2
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given
Memphis
up
just
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over
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Oklahortia City at L A Clippers 9 30
do. It was kind
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000
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Bethany Vogt controlled the shutouts in five of their last kind of have figured it all out. I
But Isbell stuck with it, and
think they learned from the her resiliency
offense and dished out six seven.
enabled her to
"Defending is huge to win- losses."
assists for the night. Hannah
grow into the player she has
ning
tourna
ments.
Acrern
"
an
Clark
-ripped
down
13
become today.
Coincidentally, 'resilient' is
rebounds. Liz Grogan led all said. "You have to defend first,
•The Calloway County High School boys and gins Backboa
She'll have to be ready to
rd Clubs
then
the
attack
inside
kind of the term Acrernan uses to handle plenty of
will host the Laker Legends Dinner on Friday, Nov.
scorers with 16 while Hannah
19 at 6:30 p.m. in the
offensi
ve
prescomes
together. So for me to describe her goalkeeper as well. sure
CCHS
cafeteri
Clark added 10, Kaleigh House
a.
The
keynote
speaker
will
be
Stan
Key. Meet and greet
from Austin Peay on
will begin at 6 p.m. with dinner scheduled tor 6:30
Isbell is an alumnus of Thursday — ihe
six, Bethany Vogt and Rachel know we've given up so few
and the program to
Governors are follow
Please
e-mail
Todd each with four and goals recently is quite a positive Mayfield High, where her Lady the OVC's leading
your
reservation
to
team in
teritutr
elldcall
feeling
oway.kys
."
chools.u
Cardin
s by Nov. 16.
Bethany Armstrong and Sarah
als never advanced goals scored as well
as
shots
Ditto
for Isbell, who leads beyond the regional final dur- taken.
McDowell each chipped in
II Murray High School will host Tiger Night on Saturda
the OVC in saves, averaging ing her tenure.
two.
y, Nov 13 from
lsbel: was the chief reason
5 p.m. to 7-30 p m. at MHS. The MHS boys and
girls basketball teams
She signed to . play with the Racers were able
Both teams are now 1-0 and 5.22 per game.
will be introduced along with the MMS boys and girls
to
come
teams, little league
"I think I've gone up and Louisville out of high school
will host Carlisle County
away from their regular-season
teams, Tiger Stars, MHS and MMS cheedeaders
and dance teams.
Thursday night with the sev- down just like the team has but transferred to Murray State meeting with APSU
with a 0-0
enth grade tipping off at 5:30 unfortunately," she said. "I diet her freshman season in tie — she accoun
ted for eight
shouldn't really do that. But I search of a better chance
p.m.
at saves in the game.
think in the middle of the sea- playing time.
But the shutout gives her and From Page 9A
from the Heron and Egret coursson I had a little bit of a lull, but
"There were three other her teammates
confidence Alli Weaver placing 65th with es and played to a
I'm feeling confident again and goalkeepers when I was there,
par of 72 at
going into a game which could scores of 34-77-82=242
, Morgan 6,241 yards.
ready to take care of business." and I didn't want to wait to
be mark the end for seven Murray Cross came
home in 72nd place
The event marks the end of
Much of the Racers' early able to play." she said.
State seniors.
From Page 9A
with rounds of 85-76-83=244.
the fall portion of the 2010-11
struggles this season had to do
Acrema
n
points
to
Isbell's
"They
have two really danextremely' talented young men, with a short
North Texas won the event season for the Racers.
bench and an dedication to preparing her gerous
players on the attacking with at 876, with
but they have become that way inconsistent
MSU had a successful fall
Daytona
lineup, direct body in the offseason as one of end who
like to dribble at us," College
through hard work. The one byproducts of
(877),
Western season in which they won the
a slew of injuries her greatest traits as a goalkeep- she
said. "But as long as we're Michigan (887), Maryla
thing about us is that our kids that converged
nd (890) APSU Intercollegiate (Oct. 19).
on the team.
er.
tight on them, I really don't see and Honda Internat
are unselfish, they don't mind
ional (895) had a seeond place finish ((kt.
Murray State hasn't necesBut
that
was
far
from
the
us
having
working. they care and love sarily gotten
an issue with the rounding out the top-5.
12) at the ASU Lady Red Wolt
any healthier over reason the 5-foot-I0 Isbell orig- defendi
ng. We just have to find
each other and there is never any the covrse
The course used for the tour- Invitational and a third place finof the season — six inally picked up the position as a
way to transition from nament at Pelican Preserv
complaining."
of the 21 players on their roster a 12-year-old club team
e CC ish (Sep. 14) at the Drake Creekmem- defending to attacking."
"They all realize that they will he unavail
was a combination of nine holes MSU Invitational.
able for tourna- ber in Mayfield.
can only win as a team, so that's ment action.
"If you ask my coach, he
the way they' play football, and
But chemistry has devel- claims he put me there cause I
that is what has gotten us this oped, especia
lly defensively, was mean." she said. "tie said I
far."
where
former
midfielder was the only one mean enough
For Boone, the No. 1 ranking Sophie Hargreaves
has been to do it."
is a familiar one.
moved to the back and conShe struggled at the position
Boone was a linebacker on verged with strong
performanc- at first, in part because her
the 1974 Murray High team that es from
defenders Maja squad was an inexperienced
won state and finished No. 1 in
the final poll.
That final poll, is the one
Duncan is most concerned
about, realizing his team's ranking this week isn't the one that's
most important.
"We are excited about being
• ang_i
-7irepteced
No. 1," Duncan said. "But we
know that the No. I that matters
the most is the one at the end of
.-9rt Sloct
December, because that means
you have just won a state championship."
Duncan said his grueling
Many
practices and regular and offStyles
season workouts have tested
Heat with
players and coaches. but their
To
Persoiiality.
persistence is really what has
Choose
made his tenure at Murray a sucKeep all medications secure and out of the
cess.
From!
hands of
"(The ranking is) obviously
a
child, teen or guest.
direct reflection of our hard
work," he said. "Both the players'and my coaching staff all
available
The majority get Rx drugs from their own home
have an amazing work ethic. and
, or
you have to have that to
friends homes.
ai
football for Murray High.
because it's not easy."
The Tigers will open up the
Keep track of your medications.
1.3re becInoi and Punt,
first round of the state playoffs
Friday night when they host
Routinely count your pills.
Z00-206 N. Main • 753-S201
Todd County Central at 7:30
p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium.
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*Daily Lunch Specials
*Lunch Delivery Available
*Homemade Desserts
*Catering Availabk
*Reservations Taken on the Weekend
St. Rt. 121 North, Murray • 270-761-3663
www,thelodgerestaurantky.com
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November support groups announced
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will be offering several
support group meetings during
the month of November. which
are offered to everyone in our
community.
• The Alzheimer's Support
Group will be meeting Tueday,
Nov. 9 at 4:30 p.m. at Shared
Care located in the George
Weaks Center. For more information, call Connie Daily, LPN.
at 753-0576.
• The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet Tuesday. Nov.
23 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health & Wellness Classroom.
For more information. contact
Angie Hutching at 435-4614.
•The Breast Feeding Support
Group, Mother to Mother. will
meet Thursdays, Nov. 4, 11. and
18 at 10:30 a.m. at the

Immanuel Lutheran Church
located at itX) South 15th Street
in Murray. Toddlers and preschooled age children are welcome. For more information,
contact Tricia Foster at 7536712 or Valarie Douglas at 2271693.
• The Food Allergy Support
Group will be meeting Monday,
Nov. 8 at 6 p.m. at the Center for
Health and Wellness. For more
information. call Hope Hill at
226-0297
Or
email
hnihill3699@hotmail.com.
• The Lap Band Support
Group
will
be
meeting
Thursday. Nov. 4 at 5:30 p.m. in
the Center for Health &
Wellness Classroom. For more
information. contact Bariatric
Solutions at 762-1547.
• The new support group for
Families and Friends of Persons

Suffering from Mental Illness
will be meeting Thursday. Nov.
18 at 6:30 p.m. in the MCCH
Educational Services Building
located on 8th Street. For more
information. call 748-6133 or
748-6923.
• The Parkinson's Support
Group
wil:
be
meeting
Tuesdays, Nov.9 and 23 at noon
at
the
George
Weaks
Community Center. Come at
11:30 a.m. if you plan to eat
with the Senior Citizens.
Contact Dixie Hopkins at 7536001 for more information.
• The Stoke/Head Injury
Support Group will meet
Thursday, Nov. 18 at 5:30 p.m.
in the Center for Health &
Wellness Conference Room. For
more information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Alcohol worse than illegal drugs, study says
MARIA CHENG
Writer
LONDON (AP) — Alcohol is
more dangerous than illegal
drugs like heroin and crack
cocaine, according to a new
study.
British experts evaluated substances including alcohol.
cocaine, heroin, ecstasy and
marijuana, ranking them based
on how destructive they are to
the individual who takes them
and to society' as a whole.
Researchers analyzed how
addictive a drug is and how it
harms the human body, in addition to other criteria like environmental damage caused by the
drug. its role in breaking up
families and its economic costs,
such as health care, social services. and prison.
Heroin, crack cocaine and
methamphetamine. or crystal
meth, were thc most lethal to
individuals. When considering
their wider social effects, alcohol, heroin and crack cocaine
were the deadliest. But overall.
alcohol outranked all other substances, followed by heroin and
crack cocaine. Marijuana. ecstasy and LSD scored far lower
The study was paid for by'
AP Medical

Photo

provided
RETIREMENT TEA: Murray-Calloway County Hospita
l recently recognized Sherry Fox for 32
years of service with a retirement tea. Durina her career
at MCCH. Sherry worked as a Nursing
Aide, a Nursing Assistant, in Housekeeping, Food Service
, Home Health, the Center for Health
and Wellness. and most recently, back to the Home
Health department. Pictured from left, is
Lisa Ray. VP of Nursing. Keith Bailey, CEO, Sherry. and
Kaye Clark. Director of Horne Health,
at the retirement tea.

Britain's Cenue for Crime and
Justice Studies and was published online Monday in the
medical journal, Lancet.
Experts said alcohol scored so
high because it is so widely used
and has devastating consequence% not only for drinkers
but for those around them.
"Just think about what happens (with alcohol) at every
football game." said Wim van
den Brink. a professor of psychiatry and addiction at the
University of Amsterdam. He
was not linked to the study and
co-authored a commentary in
the Lancet.
When drunk in excess. alcohol
damages nearly all organ systems. It is also connected to
higher death rates and is
involved irr a greater percentage
of crime than most other drugs.
including heroin.
But experts said it would be
impractical and incorrect to outlaw alcohol.
"We cannot return to the days
of prohibition." said Leslie
King, an adviser to the
European Monitoring Centre for
Drugs and one of the study's
authors. "Alcohol is too embedded in our culture and it won't

WESTERN

Photo provided
MURRAY STATE HEALTH FAIR: Murray Medica
l Associates, Family Medicine, Internal
Medicine, and Pediatrics group in Murray, recently
participated in the Murray State Health Fair
Dr. Williarn Robinson, Family Medicine physician,
met with Murray State staff and personnel
to answer questions about their healthcare needs.
Over 200 faculty and staff members attended the health and wellness fair. Pictured. from left,
are Laura Drummond. LPN, and Dr. William
Robinson, Family Medicine Physician, at Murray
Medical Associates.

CHRISTOPHER

aWay.'

King said countries should target problem drinkers. not the
vast majority of people who
ittdulge in a drink or two. He
said governments should consider more education programs
and raising the price of alcohol
so it isn't as widely available.
Experts said the study should
prompt countries to reconsider
how they classify drugs. For
exainple, last year in Britain. the
government increased its penalties for the possession of marijuana. One of its senior advisers,
David Nutt — the lead author on
the Lancet study -- was fired
after he criticized the British
decision.
"What governments decide is
illegal is not always based on
science." said van den Brink. He
said considerations about revenue anci taxation. like those
garnered from the alcohol and
tobacco industries, may influence decisions about which substances to regulate or outlaw.
'Drugs that are legal cause at
least as much damage. if not
more. than drugs that are illicit."
he said.
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It's like a new world to hear
clearly without big hearing
aids in your ears. The
solutions offered through
Dr. Milliano have truly
changed the way I hear.
-R.C. Riley
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Thank You, Murrayll
'Dr. Christopher King and tamilv would like to thank the good
people of Murray and Calloway County for so warmly welcoming
them and the opening of their private neurology practice, Weste
rn
Kentucky Neurology. Dr. King is accepting new patients, and will
ensure that you and your loved ones receive the hest neurology
care available. Please call the office today for an appointment!
WO SOUTH.ii1-11 ST, SIIITE'282W • Piic)N

.
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Notice

CITY OF MURRAY
LEAF PICK•UF
The annual fall leaf pick•up for the City of Murray will run from Monde),
November 15 2010, until completed. The first area to be picked-up will
the
north stde of Maw. Street to the north city limns, working east to west be The
second area to be picked-up will be the eouth side of Main Street to the Booth
haat,. working west to easst.. The entire Clty wil! be covered to insure thatcity
all
leaves
properly
prepared
by
residents
are
picked-up.
PLEASE DO NOT RAKE LEAVES INTO TliE STREET. STREET
GUTTERS.OVER WATER METERS INIILDBAINAGE12.1.MIX
W1TH BRUSH PII
Leaves combined with_linialLpiltiLlYILLISSYLbt_ilickticliiiimatiia_taimte
B seriowo safety riak tO Otlr workers Resident. who have brush will need two
different piles for their leaves and bnish
Please contact the Sanitation
Department
at
762-03(10
for
mck-up
of
any
brush
Leaves should be raked two to three feet from the curb. but not over
or on any sidewalks.
Bogie.: leaves should be dropped off at the bagged leaf collection point on Andru,
Drive OnlY biursed leaves will be accepted This IA a servme for city residents
only. either the vehicle must display a City Sticker or the individual must ts. ahieto provide proof of City residency The bagged leaf collection point will be open
Won, November 8th, 2010 through January 15th. 2010. Hours of operation will he
Monday through Friday 7:30 am to 3:00 pm and Saturdays from 8-00 am until
Noon
A fink will be posted on the City's website at www.murrayky.gov so that
residents may morotor the city's progress and current location throughout
leaf psek-up

THE Murray Ledger &
Times ccnsiders its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are beiieved to be reputable The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_

Sealed Bids for the construction ol Existing 12- Meadow Lan 'e_aanitary Sewer

Interceptor Relocation at Dwain Tailor ‘:.hevroletTotota on U.S. 641 South
.
.6 • V% ..1
.1,
I .0.
1..1 • •
•.
Ail
titaLenala-sunstnistatitLU•sting and otacinv in 9er-snot. of approximately'
156 huear
feet tf12" diameter PVC grayitveewer and installation of 1 manhole together with
iilLreliffed work as apecthed ivad shown on thy Drawings will be recerved_ty
CIO,. of Murray at the office of City Hall. 200 Andrus Drive Murray KY until 2.00
p 'local timei November lb 2010. and then at said cffice gegaisLansl. publicly
tvoci aloud,

The CONT'RACT DOCUMENTS,consisting of Advertisement for Bids, Instructions
to Bidders, Bid. Bid Bond. Agreement, Notice of Award form. Notice to Proceed
form. Construction Performance Bond. Construction Payment Bond. Sample
Certificate Insurance form, Application for Payment form, General Conditions.
Supplemental General Conditions, Change Order forrn, Technical Spectfications.
Addenda, and Drawings. may be examined at the following locate n,

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

cSafule OurVeferans

GRAPHIC DESIGN
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer. Proficiency. with Quark X-Press and
Adobe Photoshop is required. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced
environment.
Salary will be based on expenence.
Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans. are all part of an excellent benefit package.

------,,

010
Lost arid Found
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

Graphic Design Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

GRW Engineers. Inc
801 Corporate Dnve
Lexington. KY 40504

McGraw-Hill Const Dodge
19 East Sycamore Street
Evansville. IN 47713

Allied Construction Industry
AGC Plan Room
1623 State Rte.. 121 North
Murray. KV 42071

l

':opies of the CONTRACT MCI7MENTS MUST be obtained at the office of GRW
Engineers Inc . located at 801 Corporate Dnve. LexIngton Kentucky 40503 upon
payment of S 25 OtlI for each set Payment lb not refundable Bids from anyone
not on the Engineer's Plan Holders List will not be opened.
Bids shall bei accompanied
a bid bond or a certified check in an amount equal to
fiveyercent '5N of the bld to tnsure tile execution af the contract for wluch the htd
made In case the hid is not accepted, the check or bid bond wail be renamed to
the bidder. but If the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or neglect to enter
into a contraet with the City of Murray wtthin ten .10t days after the time he has
been notified of the acceptance of his bid, the said check or bid bond shall lie forfeited to the Citv
Morray as liquidated damages for the failure to lo w,
No bidder may wIthdraw his bid for a penod of ninety (90) days after cltiwing time
scheduled for the receipt of bids.
Mr City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to mect any and
al: bids

020
Notice

GET THLS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

INVENTORY CLOSEOUT,'
Save
Thousands on Steel
Buildings' Only a few
left 24x30. 35x34,
30x60 Ask at>out our
Display Program for
additional Savingsl Call
N,- w''-866-352-0469

WANTED
YOUR
VOTE FOR
PVA
Paid for by
Michael D. Conley

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Lecfger &
Times wili be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should t>e
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made

Lovilg Memory of
1-Cerbert Boyfe
god looked around'Ms garden, atui
efound an emyryyface. Tic then
looked dywn upon riiis earth, and saw
your riredface. Tleyur
arnt
aroundyou, atuf liftedyou resr,
gocfs garcfen must he beautiful; lfe
only takes the hest. Tie knew that- you
were sutring, lie knew you were in
yain, iinew that- yott woukt never
get weft-on earth again. So Tie closed
your weary (yell& and whisyered
-Peace Be Thine."
hroke our hearts
to fose you, 6ut 11014
tlt7t go alone,
or
part
of
us
went
with
you, die day
f
god carfed you '}fome.
We would like to express our Thanks to
everyone for your Support during the loss
of our beloved Husband and Dad. The
delicious food, flowers, calls, visits and
especially your prayers.
A special Thank You to Dr Poor and the
ER staff, Dr. Butler and the nurses on
the 4th floor, South Tower for your
excellent care of our Loved One Thank_s
to lohn Dale for vour comforting words
and to I.H. Churchhill for their caring
service.
The Family of Herbert Boyle
Wife, Children, ‘52 Grandchildren

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available an
1st, 2nd, arid 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckpnes net
isi
V
t
WWW chuckiones net
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

COMMUNITY Options.
Inc . a national non-profit
dedicated to empowering
individuals w developmental disabilities is currently
seeking
Community Support Stettin Benton. KY. FT & PT
opportunities available'
Responsibiiities include
assisting w daily. living
skills & the development
of independent community. living. administenng
medication and complete
thc appropnate documentation. and accompanying
individual to & from
appointments activities
it S diploma' GED, a
salid Dnver's License w
a good driving record and
a clean background are a
must' EOE Please subinit
resume
to
Carla Spencerscornop or
g or fax to270-9On-22%4

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on OUT cla,,Iretis
webpage
rourrayledger coin.
vou will be redirected
obnetwork com
By default,
Murray and kx:al job
listings will appear on
ihis website
However. as a national
website. not all lisiings
on the jobnetwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tones Please call
us it you have any
quesi ions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

DRYER,
Case
tort801 B), real t
lots. Will Con
trades_ 753-4109,
1546
RICH top soil, red
el for saie. 210,-;
559-2032.

November 11, 2010

t

LARGE
SELECT.
USED. APPLIAN
WARD-ELM

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Mast.fr Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country.
Your Family

_2

()My $12 per spot • i011f

605 E South 12tfi

(270)753-17

I

160
Norm Furnishing

3 pc. solid woo<
sim bedroom sue
box spring mat

person. 20 word limit)

Double spots: $18• 140 word limit

$250. With comf
bedskirt, &
r
shams. All in like
condition
$300.
wrought iron glas'
end tables $25. 2
table lamps $1C.
761-0153

Deadline: Monday, November Elth
at 5:00 p.m.

LEDGER &TIMES

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, or Pubiic Relations.
preferred, but not required. Salary' will be
based on education and sales experience.

CHRISTOPHE
COINS has greal
gains. Heart of I
and
Trei
Treasures Free
for kids Buy
appraise coins.
753-4161

A TRIBUTE TO VETEFtAN'S DAY

Classified Dept. 753-1916
I

II

Help Wanted

090
Domestic & Chddcare

Help Wanted

I

Christian Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages
1-5
years.
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach. Fulltime rate is $110/wk
Part-time
rate
is
$23iday wrth a 2 day
minimum. .
270-767-1177

WESTERN/IAMBI:1 HOSPITAL
Fiegistereo Nurses

City- of Murray
20(1 Andrus Drive
Murray. KY 42071

loom*
VISA
ammo

PUMPKINS
•Jack-O-Lantern
•Cinckeea
•Small Sugar (Pie)
•Meliatuns eWMte
Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd

(270)753-6825
(270)227-2209
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

'L

060

Murray Ledge

Winter Work Summer Fun
Westem Baptist is seeking Registered Nurses
interested in working on a temporary basis
through the high census winter months These
posrtions will provide supplemental staffing to
facilitate patient throughput from December
through March. Shifts will be scheduled
between 7 PM Sunday and 7 PM Friday.
Interested applicants may apply through our
Career Center at www.westernbaptist.com
EOE

Fans Etalprisal

Jchn Deere Tr;
Mod 790. 27 H.P
with creeper gear,
than 160 hrs. Cali
474-2759
ask
Glinda.

Computers
IADM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairsillpgrades
759.3556
140

FIREWOOD deltvi
Call for prices.
1357 or 270-559-1

warn to euy
060
[
Nip %Mod

Your Job

Search Is
Over?
NOW HIRING
ENTHUSIASTIC SALES
CONSULTANTS
*Great worlung environment
.5 day work week
*Health & dental insurance plus 40IK program
*Off every major holiday
•BEST PAY PLAN If4 AREA
•Demo allowance
•Weekly & monthly bonus
•Paid vacation
*Professional Training both in house & by a
nationally recognized trainer
*SI selling truck for 33 years an a row
•Family owned & operated
APPLY IN PERSON
CONTACT: AL PAGE OR RON REAV1S
1352 Hav,. 45 North
P.O. Box 1031
Mayfield, Kl 42066
1270) 247-9.100

IrkrTZs'=
ar
OFFICE CLERK- Full-time position responsible
for secretarial/clerical duties of Four Rivers
Behavioral Healtn-Lakes Center in Murray, KY.
Duties include electronic medical records.
receptionist and working knowledge of basic
office equipment. Minirnum Qualifications. HS
graduate or equivalent: comouter experience.
excellent clerical skills. Salary: $599.28 biweekly. Send resume to. Anne Thurman, VP for
Human Resources, FOUr Rivers Behavioral
Health. 425 Broadway Suite 201. Paducah, KY
42001. Open until filled.

Check us out on the Web!

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7 OOPM.
No phone calls
FULL Time position for
an automotive parts
counter. Right person
have strong con-.puter
skills and friendly personality. Experience
preferred but will train
right person Monday
Thru Friday. 7-5. Send
Resume to PO Box 148
Attention
Hiring
Manager $10 per hour.

WANTED concrete tin
isher. Job required lob
ravel. Must have drivers license. Class ACDL would be a plus.
753-2630.

Honest Singie Mom
needs work. Will sit
with
elderly.
run
errands. dialysis. 27°873-2051 or 227-7537

HIRING
NOW
in
Housekeeping.
Laundry,
Afternoon
Desk. & Night Audit at
Best Western. Apply
within.

PECO
Accepting
resurnes
All sales careers
8. other positions
Send lo.
PO Box 363
Murray KY
420/1

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

SUBSCRIBE

MURRAY
Church
needs Organist for
Sur,day Worship services
at
10:30am
Additional in November
December
&
&
February-April
on
Wednesday at 7:15pm
Competitive
pay
Please call Peggy at
270-753-6712 tor more
information.
NOW HIRING
Delivery/Warehousing
& Sales. Apply in person at
Mu.ray Supply. 206
Main
East
Street.
Mon-Fri. 8am-5prr
No Phone Cans

I

•'OWNER Financ(
3BR,
$4,950/down $69!
193 Seth Ln, Mum
615-397-3171

2BR & Lot, $11,
270-753-6012

3 BR $295 00
2BR $295 00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom,
pets. 753-9866

-GIRLS APARTM
FOR SUB-LET!**
THE CHASE AT
MURRAY.
RENT: $309. MOV
ASAP FOR
SPRING, 2011
CALL OR TEXT

Gather UR

270-562-1324

Subscribe to the

IllirCER &lbws
Home Delivery
I 3 mo.
$30.00
I 6 mo.
$55.00

1 yr.

$105.00

I
Rest of KY/TN
Pur,o SOC.1410111i
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr.

Cheek
1

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

e

Local Mall
sOoss.o.t

3 mo.
1 yr

$35.00
$110.00

All Other Mail
Subscription.s
3 mo
$7.5.00
6 mo
f%.00

1 yr.

$145.00

Money Order

e

Name

1 OR 2br apts
downtown
Mu
Lease and del
required. 753-410c.
1BR, price redu
various
locat
Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR, unfurnished,
campus. no pets.
smelting unit. $26(
month. 753-5980_
2BR. CA-VA, all E
ances. large rm
bedroom, deck, &
maintenance Cole
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, C/H/A. all
ances. Coleman
753-9898

St. Address
1
City
1
"
1 State
I
,
Daytime
Ph
1
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

1 BEDROOM AR
MENT. CLEAN
NICE
ALL AF
ANCES INCLUC
W/D NO PETS.
270-436-2524
270-293-6906

1

NICE. large 2BR. ;
duplex. All applian,
No pets. $500/mo.
dep 436-5927

er & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Want to Buy
Buying & Selling
old U.S Coins.
Collections &
Currency Siiver
dollars, halves,
quarters, domes.
gold coins. proof
sets & mints sets.
Handy Brandon
293-6999

[ES
-Fn.100
-Fn 101.m

753-2905

-Mon.12prn
-Vied.10s.m
-Thur.10arn
- Thor 12p.in

isse•
VISA

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures Free gifts
for kids Buy and
appraise coins 270753-4161
DRYER. Case tractor(1301 B), real estate
lots. Will consider
trades. 753-4109, 2271546
RICH top soil. red gravel for sale. 210-3781,
559-2032.

LARGE
SELECTION
lISED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

I

16
Home Furnishings

3 pc. solid wood ful
sire bedroom suite w
box spring mattress
$250. With comforter.
bectskirt, & pillow
shams. All in like new
condition $300. 2
wrought iron glass top
end tables $25. 2 blue
table lamps $1C.
761-0183

ic & Childcare I

i Childcare
low enrolling
1-5
years.
.t 0 Whitneil
Beach. Folios $110/wk.
rate
is
with a 2 day

1177

Jchn Deere Tract°
Mod 790. 27 H P 4WD
with creeper gear. less
than 160 hrs. Caii 270-474-2759 ask for

FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices. 2931357 or 270-559-1424.

nt to Buy

:S. Call Larry

, trucks and
.36-5235.

1 paid for
ised guns.
n Sporting
519 S. 12th,
urray.

111

1
1

1

UES

1

I Mail
535.00 1
$63.00 1
$110.00
1

ter
iption.s
$75.011
$%.00
S145.0011
Mir

1
1

e
e
e

et to:

e
e
-_-

•'OWNER Finance'•
3BR,
2BA
$4,950/down $695/mo
193 Seth Ln, Murray
615-397-3171
2BR & Lot, $11,900.
270-753-6012
Mobile Homes For Rent

,ed air condive. refrigeratric & gas
mn windows.

e

All Size Units• Climate c;ont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whiltnell /WO.

753-3853

ist

Storage Rentais

mo Rent Free

Calloway Carden
Essex Dow ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drise
I BR & 2BR .Aprs
270-753-8556
TDD 14180.5454333
Ext. 233
11:Zr Equal opporturtly
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Ncw taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
492-E721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

Farm Equipment

imputers

3MPUTERS
ce/Sales
eUpgrades
9.3556

r

3 BR $295.00
2BR $295.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus C/H/A, W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1 -800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WiD.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Apartments For Rent

Houses For Rent

-GIRLS APARTMENT
FOR SUB-LET!**
THE CHASE AT
MURRAY
RENT $309, MOVE IN
ASAP FOR
SPRING, 2011
CALL OR TEXT
270-562-1324

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
2BR, IBA. 1 mile west
of Murray $550/mo
753-2225. 556-9037.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A,
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT CLEAN AND
NICE
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDING
W/D NO PETS
27(1-436-2524 CELL
270-293-6906
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR. price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR, C/H/A, all appliances. large master
bedroom. deck, & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR. C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
NICE. large 2BR, 2BA
dupliex All appliances.
No pets. $500/mo e
dep. 436-5927

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH S'T.
eerier or s. & reeeeee,
10X10 $25 MI5 $40
(2701 436-2524
t 270i 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent
Ideal locatoon tor small
business in Dixieland
Business Center. 404
N. 4th St. A/C and gas
heat. 100% fireproof.
Plenty of parking.
Shroat
Developers.
270-753-3018

ACA Thrice male.
9 wks., home raised,
health
guaranteed
436-5508, 293-5508.
AKC
Miniature
Schnauzer Puppies
$300 270-435-4420
AKC
Registered
Rottweiler
Puppies,
German Bloodline. 5
males
1
female.
Parents on site. $500,
270-293-5586
AKC Rottweiler Pups.
$400. 270-376-2540
COG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Labrador Retrievers
Chocolate & Black
9 weeks old, $150
270-625-6426
(Pnnceton)
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC, male $200$300
270 -251 -0310

430
Reel Estate
Marra, I ettKer & I Imes IJI,
floudng %•.1Notdt•
A I rt.it
Ictorti••••1 •
•••ubta,t to th.• Foticr 11
liototm,4 tt
ro, •
titc,„11 to lti‘odt••••
•'
r, • hmtlatto, or 1.11,7 •
• •,.to.h.

3.195 Sq

Ft

FLAWLESS

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring

5 Baths -

Pressu

Landscaping

Tr-act I: 4,abg So Ft House & 1.6s Ae
14 tt r at kood* IC illialit Intere,,r. Plonk nail,.
%wilted( cam:. Bat II inthius A Mack Bari
Ftrephtte SitIVI. PloitA(;Wing, I.Imoughoul.

Front Porch. BOW/174'1H at hiproolind
Pool. PiA‘thir Leitil-liwie Nutt %Milieu####(t.
Tract 2:
-------i___
,-.
A a sia Shop BAN'
pig
.,
& 04i Acres
Real Estate Sells
a
- ABSOLUTE *12 PM
MI s Inn si - I burs. 1 ht. 2X - 1,341- A, HIPS!
. &sun. Oct. 31-' I ele - eetri Pet
VEHIC l ES. TRAILERS BOAT. ATV
.
..
•
s3 4
4.....,
r R MY;Or1
F .orrl %WM) rr ,rr: 'rfn: o ,,,;,,,,,,, I ,h,
•% 10141)1.t511 \1 1111,4 F - •*7 I* 111
(.1 still\

-'93 F1 Hill ‘11•I 'OM .1 I I•X I RI all t - .92
1.1191DIPItts•l P - •-1.3.it F.P Woo Plck.t P - Ft MD
F.inir Plc le t P- le iRD ell NI X \it 11%141) IIIY-'94 %it Rirt RI i 't is.% I R I Ilti I - '18 Viking Deck
Nut !railer - lit %set, flair. - P111 %RN .100-h4
J-X‘Ilti I t R - fi••I ti'siert Bumpier trailer -11041,\Ct ;., 11111111•111.ii Ir.lrf 7'III.•.12 1;2' Kett
TOOLS.SHOP EQUIP & FARM MISC.
L-Tec VVire-Feed Type Vi-253 3 Phese Welder
wl Mig Torch • All-Star Wire Feed Weider Uncoln Arc Welder • Acetylene Torch • Central
Pneumatic Sand Blaster • Steel Pontoon • John
Deere 112 Lawn Mower - Cut-Oft Sew • John
Deere Drag Dirt Pan • (40)8' - 30' Treated Posts
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS
273 Motor • 12) CHEVROLET 427 Tail Deck
Truck Short Blocks • rhos is a partial lost

Furniture & Antiques Sell At 10 AM
Silahiit.ao, Inning iabit and Ilutch •i 'i.ld spot
Wei IglitAlid • && it° II I•M ,I XXii•Iter • t,:iii. tt In-,. ,•
Hedrntint suit • .. ki . lint is- Ili:,I

NO BUYER'S PR
!UM
vi.it: alexanderauctions.com

A lexan_der
AUCTIONS & REAL ESTATE SALES
MARVIN E ALEXANDER , Ai A.,toree. • 11.9- tit tOr

Satisfaction guaranie

753-1816 Zr7-061
YOUR AD •
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Electric
Since 1986

24 HOUR wawa
Res.. Com.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

Offered

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR 2BA 2car garage. 2,24C sq.
ft. cathedra! ceilings,
concrete
driveway.
large lot No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032.

F.

Futrell Lawn
Care 8ses exp
293-8814
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting at $15
270-753-2405
CHASE

MITCHELL
-BROS.
PA VING

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trommmg.
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839

COMMerCial
Residential
*Asphalt Installatior
&Maintenance
40 yrs experience

HALL'S WASTE
'
MANAGEMENT

(270)759-0501
O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• LoCally Owned
and operated
* Free Eshmates.
• Lic:& ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

•pv.,.1.11plaups

• localk ov.nedliiperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Tyler Murdock • 243-17z2

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

Display Hours fic10
,
310

A'ppliance Repair •

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service_ Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Wa.rd Elkins
270-753-1713

1998
International
4900, DT 466e, single
axle. oay cab with custom steel flat-bed.
190.000 miles, very
good
condition,
$15,500.
270-293-4393

Stockwell Exteriors
Hatt Proof, LIS Rebate.
Energy Star
(270)227-6238
The Last Roof You
Will Ever
Iri
a
Need!

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
-,ources reliable, but
naccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their Own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Need

help

Promoting your
Busine,-?

Call us we will be
glad to help.

270-753-1916

. ,
:n

tre ernpzy squares
!rat eacti rove, eacr coiumn add each
3x3
same number only once The difficulty level
of the

box contains tne
Canceptts Suctoku increases from Monday to Sunday

t

I Li • a.

••

7

1 2

9 4
3
8
5

9

1
2
6

7
05 Yamaha Zurna
49cc.
270-753-2111 or
270-293-5987

77 1111117111,
Rooms

Murray Lecoger & Times

ALL BRANDS-

SUDOKU

Estimates
Slump Renva.at

HOME.

PICK UP

Concepts SodoKu
1980 Mercedes 450SL
convertible. silver, both
tops. 1997 Lincoln
Mark 4 LSC black
coupe.
sunroof.
loaded. chrome. Local
cars.
Gorgeous'
$5,995 each Call 404313-1051

Depend...Pie
f-

Sead Appror,t,
d *dr,
1061**&&**,..*****-990'
Smr., Metal - Mokropts /[1.
4••••

271)-753-2279

F.per,odltr••1 & 0•••,^'

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

insured Fletiihie

FREE

•*mite,

eder Damaged Floc+,
&aces & Floor J• •

•

SERV,ICE

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe. and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
septic
on
systems
Now offering septic
tank pumpong Maier
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OP
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

David's Home
Improvement

270-978-0278

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

yieulemaine
1S. Hitediing
I oN1E''FRAN Is

We Finanee
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-44TO

•-

HOMEYOWN

-Pas

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Washing

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

TRAV IS
ASPHALT
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
BG Real Proper(
Professionals
293-7872

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs. Repairs.
Home. Auto. •
CatoonlrY Light
Electocal Yards. 11 '
Much More
No Job Too srnor.

Houses Patios &
Decks Sidewalks &
Driveways Vinyl
Fences & Siding
Call Today For A
'Firs Estimate?
27b-562-2228

Leaf Vacuuming

Heated

,

4
6

3
5
7

3
4

Answer to previous puzzle
4 2 6 8 1 9 3 5 7
8 9 1 7 3 5 4 2 6
3 5 7 4 6 2 1 9 8
5 1 8 6 4 3 2 7 9
7 6 3 2 9 1 8 4 5
2 4 9 5 7 8 6 3 1
9 8 4 3 5 6 7 1 2
6 3 5 1 2 7 9 8 4
1 7 2 9 8 4 5 6 3
••

8
***

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Nov. 4, 2010:
Be careful with a need for solitude. Recognize the function of
being alone for you as an individual. Just dont allow this need to
evolve into a defense mechanism. preventing you from relating. Your personal and domestic
life develops an inspiring tone.
Some of you will choose to live
by water. Your creativity seems
like an endless fountain. always
available. If you are single. you
meet people with ease, and you
tumble into a very romantic and
exciting bond. This person might
not be around all the time. If you
are attached. the two of you knit
a closer he. A fellow Scorpio can
be quite challenging.

t.,1 1. •

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.,4Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so: 1 Difficult

1
A&F Warehousing
Near MS0 $20-50
753-7668

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

ierores

5-PARTY
YARD SALE
1945121 N.
8:00-?
antique dresser,
china hutch. rocker
recliner. (2) desks
home decor, clothes
(all sizes), counter
appliances. &
Lots More,
Come See,

360
Storage Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

5
.10 O_LD BETHEL ROAD•PALMER SVILLE. TN
4 Bedrooms
VZ----

1996 Honda Goldwing
270-227-2684

3BR, 1.5BA House,
Carport, Ali Appliances.
Dr.
Oakhill
1713
$700/mo
270-293-1446

&SD
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1.

t My( Sidllig Ita .S1011, I lienor. tIctid Root. .4

oN BEAc
hh-re_RJAniri

530

Sat.* NOV.6*9 AM

Decks A:

--110.101.m

130
Services 011inin

ESTATE SALE

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

11ednesday, S.member 3. 2010 • 38

BEAUTIFUL 3 beautifu
3 bdrs 2 ba in town
Totally remodeled. Jus
$129,900
Call
270-759-8780
Campbell Realty
TO view all homes for
sale go to
www.campbeerealty com

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Please note the sense of
awkwardness evolving from a
well-intended conversation. if
you tap into your instincts, you
will come out way ahead. Curb a
tendency to overthink things.
Allow an inspiring friend to take
the lead.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Juggling your different
needs could take you in an interesting direction. Ask yourself
how feasible your choices are.
Someone in charge naturally
tumbles into the role of devil's
advocate.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are surrounded by
such abundance that you could
easily feel a step out of beat
Your ability to think and understand what otheis cannot separates you from many Use your
ingenuity to bridge this potential
barrier.

by Jacqueline Bigar
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Give serious thought to
making a much-needed adjustment to your life. This new
aspect easily could revolve
around your domestic life, a new
perspective or potential travel.
Don't look at a situation as
transform
eithenbr. and it
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Though you might feel
you cannot jugole a new opportunity in your life. you can. Stop.
Toss negative thinking out of
your life, and eye newfound
potential. Someone you care
about could be not only imaginative but also capable of weaving
quite a haze around an important issue.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Understand that a kneejerk reaction could be more than
reasonable. Whether it is acceptable or the correct choice might
be another issue. Explore
options presented by someone
in your daily life. Schedule a
checkup for the near future.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
respond to your gestures. Let
***** Yoor enthusiasin could communication open up a finaneither spin out in many different cial discussion Be careful to
directions. invigorating many dif- stay in the realm of possibilities!
ferent areas, or. if focused, it AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
could help you hit a home run. **** Detach and honor an
Ask yourself which path you internal commitment You often
would prefer. Someone sets your seek out experts. hop on the
imagination on fire.
Internet and look for the path as
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
yet unfound Use this trait to help
*** Sometimes it is best to find secure the path to success.
the bleachers and sit down and PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
watch the play. Detached, you **** Whether dealing with
will be able to rr,ake better deci- one individual or a sequence of
sions and greet opportunity in an individuals, your
personal.
unexpected manner.
focused attention can move a
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. project forward, open up a bond
21)
and/or create a greater sense of
**** Only you can trip your- trust. Follow your instincts. recself up right now. Surrounded by ognizing the potential problems
a strong group of supporters.
plenty of ideas and the ability to BORN TODAY
cut through the frivolous. you
Music producer Sean Combs
prepare to knock on a new door (1969), TV news anchor Walter
in !ife.
Cronkde (1916)
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others continue to Jacqueline Bigar is on the
respect and request your leader- Internet at www.lacquelinebiship. Many reach out for you or garcom.

SEND US YOUR PHOTOS!!
When you submit photographs for our neli

"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event. the (Ulu', place. organization or
group, as well as the name ofeveryone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no ,!,,uarantec a submission will be published.
The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to Share your photographs
qf people in our community at work, at school and at play.
Digital photos: ! hey may be submitted to composing(a intirrayledger.com in a JPEG format.
Print photos: May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitneli Ave..
or mailed to P.O. Bo\ 1040. Murray, KY 42071.

'. r

COMICS / FEATURES
Cousins wedding invitation
brings back painful past

4B • 11ednesday. NO'ember 3, 2010

Looking Back
len years ago
moved from the old building al
Published is a picture ot Dr. FOtifiti and Maple Streets to
the
fool New heres. chancellor of the new facility on Chestnut
Street
Kentueky Community College Sys- which opened at 8:30 a.m.
today.
tem. and Darrell lust:ikon, chair
Over 1.000 new voters were regof the Hopkinsville Consention istered in the Voter Registrati
on
Center Board. as they hold the Campaign in Calloway
County,
deed to 27.5 acres of land that initiated by the Democrati
c Party
was formally donated Thursday on a Non-Partisan basis,
accordhy the Racer Foundation to the ing to Edith Noffsinger.
chairman.
city ot ileiskinsville for the new
Forty years ago
satellite cainpus kx:ation
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray-Calloway County. Clifford Smith. just off
Kirksey
Hospital Diabetes Support Group Highway 299 on Harvey
Dixon
collected more than SI.500 through Road, WAS damaged by
fire about
the 20(X) Diabetes Bike-a-Thon.
8:25 a.m. Nov 2
Western District Kentucky
Mr_ and Mrs Charles. Rudolph
Dietetic, Association's new board Thurman. Sr were honored
with
member, are Katto, Timmons, Tara a reception in celebratio
n of their
Shelton. Suzanne Seeley. Rebecca 50th wedding anniversar
y gisen
Wright. Nlelanie Humbert, Amy by their children,
Euva Nell
Fennel. Sally DuFord and Kathy
Mitchell. Betty Stewart and Charles
Stanfa
R. Thurman. Jr.
Twenty years ago
Came Beale, display manager
Murray State University will of Murray Belk's Store.
spoke to
offer a course on Earthquake Pre- Distnbutive Education
Classe., at
paredness with Bennie Cooper as Murray High School.
instructor on Nov 17. Also assistFifty years ago
ing will be Peggy.- Billington, direcThe founh grade class of Mary
tor of kx:al chapter of American
Bell Overbey. at Austin School
Red Cross. artd Neil Weber, pro- visited the Downs farm
to .see thc
fessor of geosciences
MSU. An
10.000 chickens housed there.
earthquake has been predicted for
Rudy Smith. mail carrier for
this area in December.
Murray Route 4 for the past 52
Recently' reported births include years, retired as of Nov.
I at the
a girl to Donna and Roben Milan, age of 70.
a girl to Tammy and Daryl Ward.
Mrs. Jarnes Miller. Mrs. Robert
a boy. to Keigh and Robert Seifen: Herring, Mrs. Junior Bailey,
Mrs.
and a hoy to Leslee and Robert Joe D. Hopkins, Mrs. Miller
HopEllis.
kins and Mrs. Macon Rickman
Kentucky Coun of Appeals are the new officer; of the Flint
Chief Judge Bill Howerton was Baptist Church WMU
honored at a reception Thursday
Showing at the Murray Drive
afternoon at the Murray-Calloway In Theatre is "Wake Me When
County Chamber of Commerce. It's Over" stamng Ernie Kovacs
flow-et-ton ha, served on the Ken- and Margo Moore.
tucky Court of Appeals since 1976
Sixty years ago
and been chief judge since 1986.
Published is a picture of Jack'Thirty years ago
ie Geunn with his 4-H club steer
Joe Bolin. a Clinton attorney that won first pnze in the 4-H
since 1971, has opened his office division of Fat Canle Show and
for the practice of law in Mur- Sale held in Murray. Bank of Murray.
ray purchased the steer.
Published are pictures of post
Murray' High School Tigers beat
office employees and moving men Hopkinsville 14-0 in a football
as the downtown facility closed. game that was played on
a rain
EqUipMC111 and
furniture were soaked field in Hopkinsville.

DEAR ABBY: A ntale cousin thing I did She put me
down
sent me an invitation to hi, wed- often. and if I reacted.
she would
ding. I hase met hi, fiancee a either claim it wasn't
what she
few times at family reunions and
meant to say or tell me. "You do
weddings, and she seems very
it, too." I finally gave up and left
wire; 'The problem is my cousin
her.
sexually abused me for many year,
Margaret has an excellent repwhen I A.:, • I
e no utation, so people try to pry into
desire to .,
wedding
w.hy 1 left her. When I tell them
Atn I obli- I won't bad-mouth het. they tell
gated to send
me she says plenty about me My
a ,..ard or a response is. "Then you know all
gift' I don't there is to know. don't you?"
want
his
Two women clow. to my age.
fiancee
plus one college-age girl. are trythink I don't ing io pursue me. I'm afraid if I
like her, but don't leave this area, Margaret
it makes me ow;lithaelmie,e that I left het for one
sick to think
of celebrating
Your thoughts, please. -- KEEPhis marriage ING MUM IN CLEVELAND
atter what he
DEAR KEEPING MUM: You
did. What cki didn't mention how long ago your
By Abigail
I
say.
when marriage ended or whether your
Van Buren
other family divorce is final. But regardless,
members ask why I'm not goine aren't you tired of worrying
about
Am I obligated to tell her what what your ex is saying about
you?
he did? -- NEEDS TO KNOW The marriage is over -- kaput!
A
IN TEXAS
move isn't necessary An effecDEAR NEEDS TO KNOW: tive way to ensure that no one
A young man who sexually abus- spreads a rumor that you left
Mares someone 'Tar years" is a pred- garet for one woman would
be
ator. And while the news may. to spend time being seen
dating
not be greeted warmly. you should
ALL of them
say something to your cousin',
fiancee before she marries him.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
You could benefit from talk- and I have been together for
twc
ing id a counselor who specialyears. and he still doesn't know
izes in sexual abuse to make sure my mother's last name
lies difthe effects of what happened to ferent from my maiden
name).
you don't affect you in the future
nor does he know the names of
The counselor can help you decide all of my siblings. He
doesn't
what to do from there. If you thin.k it's a big deal. What
is your
don't attend the wedding. you are opinion? -- NAME
GAME IN
under no obligation to send a gift KNOXVILLE, TENN.
or a card.
DEAR NAME GAME: Either
•1.00
your husband is not much of a
DEAR ABBY: 1 could never family rr.an or he's not
detail-orifigure out why 'Margaret," my wife ented. Remembering
someone's
of 20 years, married me. After name is a sign of
respect. and it
our wedding ;he tried to give me appears your hus
.
b:n
..
d of two years
an image makeover. She'd buy
has little of that for your family.
me clothes I left hanging in the
closet. She'd contradict and corDear Abby is written by Abirect me in public. In general, gail Van Buren, also
known as
she'd find fault with almost every- .leanne Phillips.

Dear Abby

Today In Ilisterv
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Nov. 3,
the 307th day of 2010. There are
58 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov 3. 1900. the first
major U.S. automobile show
opened at Nev.- York's Madison
Square Garden under the auspices
of the Automobile Club of America.
On this date:
In 1839. the first Opium War
between China and Britain. broke
out.
AllEIV Et I_ IJ

In 1852, Japan's Emperor Meiji
(may-jee) was born in Kyoto.
In 1936, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt won
landslide election victory over Republican challenger Alfred M. "Alf' Landon.
In 1957, the Soviet Union
launched Sputnik 2, the second
manmade satellite. into orbit: on
board a dog named Laika who
was sacrificed in the experiment.
In 1964. President Lyndon B.
Johnson soundly defeated Republican Barry Goidw.ater to win a
White House term in his own

right.
In 1960. the Meredith Willson
musical "The Unsinkable Molly
Brown" opened on Broadway viith
Tammy Gnmes in the title role.
In 1990, Broadway musical
actress Mary Martin dted in Rancho Mirage, Calif. at age 76.
Ten years ago: Four days before
Election Day, Texas Gov. George
W. Bush found himself being peppered with questions about the
revelation that he'd been arrested
for driving under the influence in
1976.
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Vitamin D column needs
clarification
DEAR DR. GOTT:
read immune system attacks the
about how much vitamin D to of the Asin of rnuLus menibranes
take from your Sept. 30 column.
As I previously reported. trigIn the information about research gers can intlude allergens. tam.,
on D. you state It is linked to pigments. specifk. medications for
thyroid disorders, hypertension. hypertension, kirthritis or heart disstroke, diabetes. hean failure and ease. and the use of nonsterotdal
colon cancer. among other things. arm-inflammatory drugs sus.h as
I have read ibuprofen and naproxen
vitamin
One source of inlormatiun
D
fights
off the gold connection I reponed on
#6°*P
these disor- is Medline Plus. which states that
1
ders, not con- nsks include •exposure to medtribute
to ications, dye, and other ehemical
them.
Was substance, (including gold. antibithts a mis- otics. arsenic, iodides. chlorcxitune.
print')
quinacrine. quinide. phenothiannes
DEAR and diuretics)." Furthermore, an
READER: In Oct. I, 2010. Ness York Times
e.ssence. yes it article indicated a risk of lichen
was. The arti- planus from gold There have been
cle
should reports of gold caps causing the
By
have indicat- breakout. but I cannot find suffiDr. Peter Gott ed.
"As cient legitimate documentation to
research support this. Therefore, I suggest
unfolds and theones are validat- you return to your dentist for his
ed, deficient-4 is thought to be or her opinion.
linked to thyroid disorders ..."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
The word "deficiency" did not fingernails with horizontal ripples
appear in pnnt. I spoke of insuf- and lines. and they are concave.
ficient amounts of D at the begin- Any ideas? I've been to several
ning of the paragraph. but the doctors who couldn't help me.
way the information appeared
DEAR READER: There are
would lead a person to think just a number of reasons why fingeras you did
nails become ndged or concave.
DEAR DR.GOTT: You recent- They include injury, extensive
ly wrote about lichen planus and exposure to moisture or
nail polgold as a risk factor. I've had ish, fungus and bacterial
infeclichen planus for more than five tion. kidney or liver disease,
and
years. and you are the only ref- various other possibiliti
es. Depreserence I've encountered that claims sions across the fingernail
and
gold could be a problem. I have horizontal ridging
are know.n as
two gold bndges and two gold caps. Beau's lines, which
can occur folCotdd these be contributing fac- lowing illness. malnouris
hment or
tors?
direct injury- to the natl. HorizonDEAR READER: This inflam- tal ridges might also be an
indimatory condition can affect skin cation of diabetes.
Those that
and mucous membranes. When on curve inward may
be associated
the skin, it resembles raised, flat with iron-deficiency
anemia. Verbumps or lesions that are itchy tical ridges that extend
from the
and somewhat purple. in color. They cuticle to the tip of
the nail are
can crust or scab, resembling poi- common and can occur
with
son ivy or other toms of plant advancing age.
dermatitis_ When mucus memSpeak with your physician. Ask
branes of the mouth are affected, whether laboratory testing
is approwhite patches that resemble lace priate. If no abnormalities
are found
can appear and be quite painful. you will at ieast have some
peace
Lichen planus occurs when the of mind.

Dr. Gott

Hints From Hole's°
Can Pit
Keep
the
B rown
Down?
D ear
Heloise:
I
have found a
great tip -leave the pit
in v..hates-er
dish you make
with AVOCADOS. and the dish
will not brown. Thank you for
your great hints. -- Jeannie M.,
via e-mail
Jeannie. this is an old hint
that many pewle do. However.
the Heloise update is that the pit
does not keep guacamole from
tuming brown. Oxygen is the
villain that causes avocados or
guacamole to brown. Leaving the
pit in the avocado half will protect only the surface that the
seed touches. Better to press plastic wrap over the surface to keep
air out.
Here in Texa.s. guacamole is
a staple of Mexican food. The
California Avocado Commission
(ww wa vocado.org
has some
great information on its website.
You might have heard that avocados are high in fat. and they
are, but it's good fat! One-fifth
of an avocado (about 1 ounce)

4
Heloise

has about 50 calories and 4.5
grams of fat. A plate of TexMex food looks lonely without
a dollop of guacamole! -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-mail:
Heloisetat)Heloise.com
NO MUSTARD. NO PROBLEM
Dear Heloise: Our family has
a favorite recipe that uses Dijon
mustard. I was out of that ingredient one day. so I substituted
spicy brown mustard. It worked
great. and ni) one could tell the
difference! It is also cheaper than
Dijon mustard. -- Willa Coe, San
Clemente. Calif.
EASY CLEAN
Dear Heloise: When I have
roast pans or skillets that require
scouring to clean them. I put
water and a small amount of
dishwashing liquid in them. put
them on the stove. and let the
residue cook off. Then they. are
easily washed with just a sponge
or cloth in the dishpan. -- Nancy
in Wilmington. Del.
LEFTOVER STORAGE
Dear Heloise: I read the suggestion to put a plastic bag into
food-storage containers. I have a

better idea: Get a dry marker to
mark the container. The marking
can be wiped off when it's dry.
If you wash the container. the
marking won't come off while
it's wet, but a plastic scrubber
will take it off easily. -- Claude
Bedell. Mission Viejo, Calif.
TWO BOXES OF OATMEAL
Dear Heloise: Your advice to
blend oatmeal to get quick oatmeal reminded me. I buy two
boxes of oatmeal at a time. The
first box we add to the instant
packets to "unsweeten" them. The
second box I food-process to use
in place of some of the flour in
most of my recipes Muffins are
particularly improved by. the added
texture/fiber.
Another thing I do to get
more whole grain in our food: I
buy both white and whole-grain
flour. Then I mix about 1 part
whole grain flour to an equal
amount of white flour. -- B.J.
Raver in Pennsylvania
SPICE DATING
Dear Heloise: Wonder how
long you have had a spice? I
take a marker and put the date
on the top of the lid the day I
open it. I can tell at J glance
how old it is. -- Alice in Texas
(02010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
IJS.711\10
YOUR MOMS ALL HOT AND BOTHERED
ABOUT GEORGE CLOONEY.
INC444,
THE SEXIEST MAN ALIVE:
DON 7. LET
iT GET TO
YOU, DAD.

_

WHAT 14A5 GEORGE
CLOONEY GOT THAT
WOULD APPEAL TO A
W0/4AN LAE YOUR
MOTHER?

YOU ME* 8E99E5
DASHING GOOP LOONS,
CHARM, CHARISMA AAP
UNLIMITED WEALTH?

OI4 SURE, BUT CAN HE DRAFT A
FOURTH AMENDED COMPLAYT?

GIAFIFIELADC1
WPIAT'CHA
DOING, JON 7

I'M TRYING
l'O READI

ACROSS
1
5
9
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
21
22
24
26
Pg
30
32
34
35
36
38
39
40
41

29
Took notice
Shopping aid
30
Label info
Ship lockup
31
Full of info
Starts a pot
33
Back muscles. for short
Sports spot
37
— di-dah
Standard
F Cla L I C
South American capital
R I T
Shenff's asst
AREDO
HOLE
Yet to come
MIZI B R GCE B GM
November sign
N A T 1121 L
Lawn material
E E111 DEUS
Lake swimmer
BASICS
Congregants' seat
0A T
TOT
TOO
First name in TV taik
PRETAX
Stick out
CIITY
Some exams
SNOB
SENT
Lush
POSED
Vacuum feature
UNSTOPPABLE
Outlaw
FOOE
AIRIER
British brew
[MIN
TASTER
Noyernber stone
Macaroni shape
NEW CROSSWORD BOOM Send S4 75 ichecwrn.o.) to
Fuse
Thomas JosepA Book 1 PO Box 536475. Orlando
FL 32853-6475
Store come-ons
1
,
3
4
5
6
7
8
Pod till
Lamarr of 'Samson and Delilah" 9
11
1C

inapc)

DOWN

PEANUTSCO
THERE 5 THE HOU5E
WHERE THE LITTLE
RED-HAIRED GIRL
LIVES

THEN SHE'LL SAY
WHEN 5HE
COMES OUT, "LiJHY ARE YOU
STANDING HERE
I'LL SAY.
IN THE RAIN?"
'GOOD
MORNING'
"747

a).

TNEN SHE'LL
SAY:WY,ARE
YOU EX/ER
STUPID'."

DANCING IN THE
RAIN 15 sompoc
STANDING IN TNE
RAIN RHINO A
TREE ISN'T
ROMANTIC

,2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
16
18
21
23
24
25
27
28

Praises
Fly or flea
Dazed state
British brew
Rotten kid
Lie
Lined up
Peered
Goof
To boot
Laughing gas. for short
Weed part
Cool in slang
Bridge features
Most important thing to do
Perfect place
Prone
Went it alone

13

14

16

la

19
21

22
24

26

29
32

21

25

27

30
33

3.

35

36

38

39

37

41
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